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TOURNAMENT - Checking in before tee-off time-came early this morning at the Murray-Shrine Club Golf Tourna-
ment, held at the Murray Country Club. About 170 golfers are to participate in the tourney with all proceeds going
to the Shrine Crippled Children's hospital fund. The tournament is 36 holes and there will be a dance Saturday
night.
More Staff Changes Likely Next Week
Federal Agents Arrest
Man At Local Restaurant
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
A meal of prime rib and lobster at a
local restaurant did not have a happy
ending for a Nashville man Friday
night.
Frank Timothy Collins, alias Cecil T.
Collins, reportedly indicted on some 62
counts including resale of cocaine,
arson and racketeering, was arrested
outside Dakota Feed and Grain at Five
Points when 16 federal agents
surrounded him as he was about to get
in his car to leave the local dining spot.
Collins is reported to have friends in
the Murray area and had visited here
about 10 days ago, according to Brenda
Bullock of Athens Bonding Co., Nash-
ville. Athens Bonding had posted a
.1100;00CrVo-dn for-Galas in rederarc-ourl
in Nashville in December 1978, which,
according to Ms. 13•11ock, Collins
"jumped" in February of 1979.
Ms. Bullock had in her possession two
federal warrants for Collins - one for
flight to avoid prosecution and one for
bail jumping.
Chuck Wynn, owner of Dakota Feed
Carter Shakeup May Continue
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter, spending the weekend at Camp
David after approving a new
realignment of his White House staff, is
likely to be presenting more changes in
his staff next week.
The latest shakeup, announced
Friday by White House chief of staff
Hamilton Jordan, left Jordan clearly in
charge of the White House operation,
planning more changes, and appearing
optimistic about the president's re-
election comrnitts• operations.
"These are my decisions," Jordan
said after disclosing that he worked two
to three weeks on the shifts.
He said he informed Carter of his
Intentions, and won presidential ap-
proval. And he made the point that he,
not Carter, was announcing the
changes.
They are the latest in a series of
changes stemming from Carter's
domestic summit conference at Camp
David in early July. By Jordan's
forecast, they are "the beginning" of
the shifts in the White House staff itself.
In his earlier moves, Carter named
Jordan chief of staff and shifted five
Cabinet members.
In a related development Friday, the
White House said Carter has asked
Mayor Neil Goldschmidt of Portland,
Ore., to move into his new job as
transportation secretary next Wed-
nesday.
That would free Navy Secretary W.
Graham Claytor to move on to his new
post as deputy defense secretary, for
which he has been confirmed by the
Senate. Claytor has been acting
transportation secretary since Brock
Adams was ousted in last month's
cabinet shakeup.
Goldschmidt is to be sworn in at the
Portland City Hall under the
president's power to make "recess
appointments" when Congress is not in
session.
Congress is due back Sept. 5 and
Goldschmidt would still have to be
confirmed by the Senate to stay in of-
fice.
Under the White House changes
announced Friday, the only member of
Carter's inner circle senior staff who
will leave the White House is Robert J.
Lipshutz, the White House counsel. He
will return to Georgia to become
cotrustee, with lawyer Charles Kirbo,
of the Carter financial trust and
chairman of a group establishing a
Carter library.
Lipshutz, a long-time friend of Carter
and one of the few White House upper-
level staff members of Carter's
generation, will remain in his current
job until a replacement is found.
Jordan also announced that Sarah
Weddington, the president's special
assistant handling women's affairs,
wM be promoted to the senior staff as a
presidential assistant for political
affairs. She will continue working with
women's issues.
One outsider, deputy special trade
representative Alonzo McDonald. is
being added to the senior group as staff
director, working directly under Jor-
dan.
The shakeup will send Tim Kraft,
Carter's assistant for political and
weptx naNIIIIIMilarar4mwirmo•
personnel affairs, and one-time ap-
pointments secretary, to the Carter-
Mondale Re-election Committee, where
he will become manager of the
president's still-to-be announced
campaign.
He will be given responsibility for
running the campaign, taking over
from Evan Dobelle, who, as national
chairman, will concentrate on fun-
draising
Jordan said no date has been set for
the president to declare his 1960
political plans.
"The campaign is in good shape,"
Jordan said at an informal news con-
ference in his office down a corridor
from Carter's Oval Office. "They have
done a good job in raising funds. Offices
are operating in a number of states."
In addition to McDonald, a 50-year-
old former international management
consultant, Estaban Torres, the U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, will join the staff.
Torres, a former United Auto
Workers official, will concentrate on
employment and other issues of par-
ticular concern to Hispanic Americans.
That post has been vacant since the
spring, when Joe Aragon left the White
House staff.
Other White House staff changes are
likely to be announced Monday, Jordan
said.
Among the changes contemplated,
although not necessarily ready to be
announced, will be the departure of
Gerald Rafshoon, Carter's media
adviser. He is expected to handle
Carter's campaign advertising.
In addition, repercussions are likely
3t lower levels as the new staff mem-
bers take their positions, Jordan said.
There have been rumors that Frank
Moore, Carter's congressional liaison
chief, will leave that post for another
Carter job. But Jordan said no changes
were planned for Moore, whose work
has been criticized by some members
of Congress.
General Assembly To Be Asked
To Approve Succession Proposal
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The 1980
General Assembly will be asked to
approve a proposal to allow sheriffs to
succeed themselves.
However, the proposed constitutional
amendment would also apply to
statewide constitutional officers, in-
cluding the governor, and that has
some members of the Joint Interim
Committee on Elections and Con-
stitutional Amendments concerned.
The committee voted Friday to give
its approval to the bill, which has been
pre-filed for the 1980 legislature by Rep.
Ron Cyrus, D-Greenup. However, some
committee members said they still had
reservations.
"I'll vote to put it on the floor for
discussion, but I don't know if I will vote
for it on the floor," said Sen. Gus
Sheehan, D-Covington.
The measure calls for amending the
state constitution to allow sheriffs, the
governor, lieutenant governor,
treasurer, secretary of state, auditor,
agriculture commissioner and
superintendent of public instruction to
serve two successive four-year terms in
office.
The state constitution currently
prohibits the holders of those offices
from succeeding themselves. If the bill
were approved by the 1980 General
Assembly, it would be placed on the
1981 general election ballot.
Cyrus told the committee that
Kentucky is one of only six states that
still limit their main officeholders to
one term at a time. He said 22 states
have limits of two succeeding terms,
while the rest have unlimited terms of
office.
The committee voted to pass over
another pre-filed bill that would petition
Congress to call a constitutional con-
vention to amend the U.S. Constitution
to require a balanced federal budget.
"I don't think that is asking too much
of the federal government." said Rep.
Elmer Patrick, R-Williamsburg, who
has pre-filed the bill for the 1980
legislature.
The 1978 General Assembly passed a
resolution calling on Congress to
balatice the budget, but it did not
suggest a Constitutional amendment
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, said
he agreed with Patrick that federal
spending needs to be controlled, but he
said he fears what might happen if a
constitutional convention is ever called
Sen. Georgia Powers, 0-Louisville,
said she objected to the whole idea of
requiring a balanced federal budget
because she feared it would result in a
cutback in federal programs for the
poor.
The committee agreed to prefile
another bill that would freeze voting
precincts at their current boundary
lines until after the 1982 General
Assembly, which will reapportion
Kentucky's legislative districts based
on the 1980 census.
Committee staffer Linda Wood said
the population data from the census is
not broken down by voting precincts,
which must be done by the Legislative
Research Commission staff.
She said keeping the precinct
boundaries stable would enable the
staff to begin preliminary work on the






ROSEMONT. III. (AP) - Federal
inspections may get tougher and
guidelines for airlines more clearly
spelled out as a result of investigations
into the nation's worst air disaster, a
Federal Aviation Administration of-
ficial predicts.
Charles Foster, FAA associate ad-
ministrator, told a National Tran-
sportation Safety Board hearing Friday
the FAA process of approving nev‘
aircraft designs must be re-evaluated
He said the use of engineers em-
ployed by the manufacturer to act as
FAA agents in certifying design plans
also must be reassessed.
Friday's hearing concluded two
weeks of NTSB testimony into the May
25 crash of an American Airlines DC-10
at Chicago that killed 273 people.
"I think the concept is sound," Foster
said of the use of designated
engineering representatives. "What
modification we can make to better it is
what we're looking at."
Foster said the FAA is not satisfied
that DC-10 pylons - which hold two
engines to the wings - can withstand
normal maintenance. He said tests will
be conducted in the next few months by
the FAA and the U.S. Air Force to
determine if the pylons, manufactured
for Douglas Aircraft Co., can be Ina&
less vulnerable to damage
Damage to the rear pylon attachment
on Flight 191's left engine was a factor
in the Chicago crash, the NTSB says.
During a grounding of all U.S. DC-10s
after the crash, 40 pylons were found to
have cracks, including those on a
United DC-10 at Chicago's O'Hare
International Airport.
"The damage on the United (No.) 198
was actually a problem of fabrication
and quality control," Foster said. "The
damage probably resulted from
inadequate quality control in the
manufacture of the pylon."
Foster criticized his agency, saying
the FAA must more frequently inspect
aircraft manufacturers and make sure
they are meeting requirements im-
Posed when their planes were certified
as airworthy.
He said FAA investigators found
numerous production problems in a
Post-crash check of the Douglas Air-
craft Co.'s Huntington Beach, Calif.,
plant, ineludieg oversized rivet holes,
misaligned holes and inadequate
production-line equipment.
Douglas officials who testified earlier
in the hearings said production per-
sonnel have been retrained since the
FAA check and all manufacturing
problems have been corrected
Another area for FAA improvement,
Foster testified, is clarifying some of
The. ageney's own regulations to avoid
confusion among the airlines.
-111111111111111111W:
and Grain, said in an interview this
morning that he first noticed suspicious
activity around the restaurant about 9
p.m. Friday.
"I saw two men by themselves in
separate autos in the parking lot,"
Wynn said. "A few minutes later
another car pulled up and then another
came in," Wynn added.
Wynn said he became concerned and
made three or four trips outside to keep
an eye on the strange men and vehicles.
He also asked his assistant manager to
go out the back door and begin breaking
down boxes so that he could keep an eye
on the activity.
In the meantime, Wynn said, he
called the local police department to
see if they knew what might be going on
or if thefUeiv of a stakeout on-lifs
restaurant. Wynn said MPD officers
had no knowledge of the activity but
said they would check it out for him.
About this time, Wynn said, he
realized, because of the antennas on the
cars and the appearance of the' men,
that they must be waiting for someone
in the restaurant. He also said that he
was sure two men he had just seated in
the restaurant were law enforcement
officials of some sort.
"Collins paid for the meal for he and
his date with a $100 bill and left a $4
tip," Wynn said.
Wynn said about the time he went out
the fire exit to again check the parking
lot was when the federal agents con-
verged on Collins.
"I saw a lot of men with shotguns and
pistols drawn and the man was
spreadeagled on the ground," Wynn
said. He said a couple of the other
agents were leading Collins' date away
from his 1979 Firebird.
Collins offered no resistance, Wynn
said, and did not appear to be armed.
The restaurant owner said he did see
the agents remove a large quantity of
cash from Collins' possession.
Wynn said that Collins did not create
any suspicion at any time while he was
in the restaurant.
A total of 16 federal agents in 12
separate autos were involved in the
arrest, Wynn said. According to Ms.
Bullock, who has also been tracking
Collins, the agents apparently received
-a- -tes-from an informant and traCed
Collins through a phone call made from
a pay phone at Five Points.
The FBI agents transported Collins to
Hopkinsville where he was jailed last
night. He is expected to be arraigned
before federal judge Thomas A.
Wiseman in Nashville later.
Capt. Tommy Phillips of the Murray
Police Department praised Wynn for
his alertness. Phillips said that local
business people who are aware of
suspicious activity in and around their
establishments can be a big asset to law
enforcement officials.
Local news media representatives as
well as a Nashville television station
interviewed Wynn and Ms. Bullock
early this morning price to her return to
Nashville.
Joe Prince Returns
To MSU Dean Post
A familiar face is back in the office of
the dean of the College of Creative
Expression at Murray State,
Dr. Joe Prince has returned to the
deanship after two years in
Washington, D.C., as special assistant
to the chairman for the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Prince, a 1959 Murray State
graduate, and a native of Crossville,
Ill., was dean of the newly-created
School of Fine Arts. In 1974, the school
became the College of Creative
Expression, including the departments
of speech and theatre, music, art, and
journalism and radio-television.
In July 1977, Prince was granted a
leave of absence to take the Washington
post, and John C. Winter, a professor of
music and an Alumni Association
selection for Distinguished Professor,
was named acting dean. Winter retired
June 30 after 31 years at the university.
While in Washington, Prince was
staff director for a 30-member task
force that produced a study which has




The Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters will be conducting a
fund-raising drive between Aug. 12 and
Sept. 15. Members of the League will be
calling on individuals in the area for
contributions to carry out planned
programs of the organization, a
spokesman said.
The primary purpose of the League of
Women Voters is to assure that citizens
will have a say in the political process
and that government will work ef-
fectively on local, state, and national
levels.
The local league has encouraged
citizen participation in government by
coordinating debates between can-
didates, by publishing answers to
questions asked of candidates, and by
presenting all candidates at forums.
League members attend regular
meetings of government units to
educate themselves in order to enable
them to help educate the public in
matters of government. They also
furnish a wide variety of materials on a
broad range of topics to the public.
The League will have an open
meeting in September for all
prospective members, both men and
women.
Officers for this year include.
President Sallie Guy; Secretary4Erma
LaFollett: Treasurer, Luann Philpot
other federal agencies with respect to
the education, training and develop-
ment of artists and teachers.
The group was co-chaired by two
members of the National Council an the
Arts: Dr. Willard Boyd, president of the
University of Iowa, and Matina Arroyo,
an internationally-known operatic
soprano.
Mrs. Prince, a former teacher who
earned a master's degree in theatre at
Catholic University in Washington, will
join her husband in Murray in the fall.
The former Marjorielaine Menke of
Cincinnati, she currently is coordinator
of the design and planning phase of the
Old Post Office project in Washington,
a project which is nearing completion.
She also is a former executive
secretary to the Endowment chairman.
Board Of Directors
Of KWW To Hold
Meeting Monday
The board of directors of Kentucky's
Western Waterland will meet at 6:30
p.m. Monday, Aug. 13, at Dakota Feed
and Grain, located at Five Points.
The business portion of the meeting
will follow a dinner.
Items on the agenda include com-
mittee reports, a business session and a
Murray-Calloway County presentation.














Sports ........ .. 5, 6
mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with
thunderstowers likely until early
afternoon but cooler and less
humid. Highs today in the low
and mid 80s. Clearing and cooler
tonight. The lows in the low 60s
Sunday sunny and pleasant with
highs in the low 80s
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy Monday through
Wednesday with a chance of
'showers through the period
Highs will be in the 80s and lows
will be in the 60s.
Welcome Shrine Golfers Apd Guests
a.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, Aug. ii
Independence United
Methodist Church will have a
summer festival featuring
games. refreshments, rock-a-
thous, etc., f roin 3 to 7 p.m at
the church. An auction will be
at 6 p in
ilorse Show will be held at 7
p.m. at the Wranglers Riding
Club. The public is invited.
- - -
Farmington Lodge No. 382
F. & A M. tv ill have a potluck
supper for Masons, their
families, and friend s at the
lodge hall at 6:30 p.m,
Car Wash, sponsored by
Calloway Middle School
Cheerleaderswill be held at
Roho Service Station, Five
Points, from 9 a. m. to 3 p.m.
Asbury Cemetery
homecoming will be at 11 a.m.
‘%itli basket lunch at noon.
Events of Tenth Gala
Douglas Homecoming will
include ticket sales from 10
o m to._ • noon at Douglas
Community Center; dinner at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
from 6 to 8 p.m.': dance at
Winslow Cafeteria. Murray
State University. from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Classical String Ensemble
will be featured in the Sum-
mer In the Park program at
the outdoor amphitheater at
Paris Landing State Park at
7:30 p.m.
Al-.A-thon will meet at 8 p.m.
at Carman Pavillion. College
Farm Road. This is a support
group for families and friends
of alcoholics and for in-
formation cal1.437-4229.
Kenlake State Park events
include Longest Drive Contest
on No. 2 Fairway of golf
course from 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m.; arts and crafts at
recreation room at 10 a.m.;
watermelon feast at 1:30 p.m.
and seed splitting contest at 2
p.m., both at campground
playground; shuffleboard
tournament at court by hotel
pool at 3 p.m.; new games at
campground playground at
4:30 p.m.; volleyball next to
hotel tennis court at 6:30 p.m.:
"A Nite At the Races" at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Annual Murray Shrine Club
Golf Tournament will open at
7 a.m. at the Murray Country






•Ar,t que Brass Hardware
•C,s•.->r, Built KA tchen Cob .e•
Saturday., Aug. 11
Events at Land Between the
Lakes include Put'n Up Food
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m at the
Homeplace-185 0: Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm: Snake
Tales at 3:30 p.m. and
Moonlight Discovery Walk at
8:30 p.m., both at Center
Station.
Sunday, Aug. 12
Between the Rivers All Day
Homecoming will be held at
the Old Fenton Airstrip east of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge, High-
way 68.
Kenlake State Park events
will include Campground
Worship service at cam-
pground amphitheater at 8:30
a.m.: Closest-to-The-Hole
contest at golf course from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Paper Airplane
Flytng Contest at campground
playground at 10 a.m.; Water
Balloon Toss on front lawn at 1
p.m.; Around-The-World Ping
Pong at game room at 3:30
p.m.; Frisbee Golf at hotel
front lawn -at -638
Movie, "When Dinosaurs
Ruled the Earth," at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Put'n Up
Food from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850: Solar
Application from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Nature's Secrets at 2
p.m.. both at Empire Farm;
Mystery Boxes at 1 p.m. at
Center Station.
,Chestnut Grove AWE.
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
St. John Baptist Church will
have its homecoming today.
Murray State Racer Club
Annual Kick-Off Bar-B-Q will
be held at 5 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium. Tickets are $3 each
and are available from any
Racer Club member, Bobby
Grogan, or Tom Rushing.
Monday, Aug. 13
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at theflealth Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
United Methodist Women of
Russell's Chapel Church will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Toni Hopson.
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at 11:30 a.M.
for a potluck luncheon.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation call 762-6851.
Murray Art Guild. 103 North
Sixth street, will open a
workshop on painting with
sessions from I to 4 p.m.
through Friday, Aug. 18.
Ralph Bagley of winter Park.
Fla., will be the director.
Monday, Aug. 13
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will hear a
program on "Cooking" by Bill
Bo)cl at the meeting at Judy
and Shere's Beauty Salon at 7
p.m.
King, Queen, and Talent
Contest is scheduled for the
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7,30 pm. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years.
Murray-Calloway Com-
munity Theatre Board of
Directors is scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
Hazel_ COLUMVP.I.V. Cepter_..
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Canning
workshop from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Firm.
Tuesday. Aug. 14
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the church.
To Play At
llurrav Club
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday and Tuesday at the
club.
Pairings for play on Monday
at 9:30 a.m. are as follows:
Patsy Oakley, Lois Keller,








Pairings for play on
Tuesday at 9 a.m. are as
follows:
Janna Hughes, Carol Boaz,
Joni Billington, and Penny
Cappock-
Lochie Landolt, Patsy
Miller, Kay Ray, and Agnes
Payne.
ROGERS BOY
Earon Bradley is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Rogers, 815 South Third
Stfe-el, Mayfield, for their
baby boy, weighing eight
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, Aug. 1, at 5:36
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Vada Rogers of Marion and
-Mrs. Geraldine McCutcheon
of Paris, Tenn. Mrs, George
McCutcheon of Paris, Tenn.,
is a great grandmother.
George Washington was
chosen commander-in-chief of
the Continental Army in 1775.
Matinee Saturday & Sunday At All 4 Indoor Theatres
For 24 Hour Program Information. Call 753-1314
122E
Miss Piggy says. "Come to Satur-
day's matinee and you could be
one of two lucky kids to take home
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1979 Wait Disney Productions
7.20,9:30.
& 2.30 Sat. St
Sun.
" Mit 18 you see the weird pare
Late Show-Fri. & Sat. 11:40





Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
Canning Workshop will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes.
Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church will have a luncheon at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 12 noon.
Group III of the First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. R. A. Slinker
at 2 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
-from ter-a:m-.--to-3 pin for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For , in-
formation call 753-0929.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Wave aRTivitie-s- at the Hazel
Community Center, opening
at 10 am. Lunch will be at
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star




Grogan, baby girl 'Cindy),
Rt. 4, Murray; Gillespie, baby
girl Linda?, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.; Murphy, baby boy
Rosemary), 111 W. Young,
Princeton; Edwards, baby
boy ( Linda), Rt. 9, Benton;
tiosford, baby boy Patricia),
1102 Brown, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mrs. Deborah F.
Barrett. Rt. 1, Box 181,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Tina A.
Miller, 207 Woodlawn,
Murray; Mrs. Bessie M.
Parker, Rt. 2, Box 326,
Murray: Mrs. Charlene Jones,
Rt. 3, Cadiz; Clarence E.
Herold, Rt. 4, Box 246.
Murray: Mrs. Shirley J.
Blalock, .423 South 2nd Street,
Mayfield; Mrs. Delana G.
Schaeffer, Muray Manor Apt.
D-2, Murray: Mrs. Christie L.
Stephens. Rt. 8, Box 579,
Murray; John C. Newberry II,
Rt. 7, Box 311, Murray; Mrs.
Anita C. Bear, Rt. 5, Box 371,
Murray; Burman Ferguson,
Rt. 2, Puryear. Tenn.;
William Stanley Grogan, Rt. 4,
Murray; Ronald D. Hutchins,
Rt. 3, Box 693, May:field: Mrs.
Vera B. Ward, 109 Spruce.
Murray; Glenn C. Wooden,
Box 264, Murray; Bruce A
By Abigail Van Buren
1975 t, Cr,,cago T,.o.,e 5 0 AieroS SOO
DEAR ABBY: We've been married for 36 years and my
- husband has been at death's door half a dozen times but he's
always pulled through. He has a had heart, one kidney, no
gall bladder, diabetes and cancer of the prostate. He's in the
hospital right now.. If he should die this summer, what
should I wear to the funeral'?
I have a nice black chiffon dress trimmed in lace. Do you
think that would be to dressy'? Also. hose about a small
black hat with a black ‘'ii? Or would tha' look too much like
I'm dramatizing the role of the weeping v, idow?
If you think the chiffon is too dressy,! buy a more con
servative outfit. I v‘ouldn't wear a tot of je.o. dry, hut would
a strand of pearls be out of place'? And while 1 in asking, how
long is it considered proper it wait before dating in public.
Thanks for not using my name.
PREPARING IN PA.
DEAR PREPARING: Wear whatever you feel comfor-
table in. Start dating in public whenever you want to. And
don't rush out and buy a new black outfit. He may live.
DEAR ABBY: Some frient:s recently had a baby. They'
were so sure it would be a gir they had a girl's name picked
out but didn't even consider a !,oy's name. Well, you guessed
it, they had a boy. They name.: him in a hurry and a few days
later they were sorry they chl.se that name. They wanted to
change it but were told that ,ince the birth certificate was
already filed it would cost ,mail fortune to change the
baby's name.
Then ttey heard that as 1,.•1g as the baby had not been
baptized they could change • le baby's name without any
trouble.
Can you tell me if it's expensive to change a baby's name
on a birth certificate? And 'it's it matter if the baby has
been baptized:or not'?
DEAR READER: In Minnesota, if the baby is less than a
year old, there is no fee to have the name changed. (This
applies to first names only.)
Between the ages of 1 and 7. there is a fee of $20. It mat'
ters not whether the baby ha, been baptized. Laws differ
from state to state.
DEAR ABBY: I am iVellV4.7' rig in the hospital from a suc-
cessful hip replacement oper.,tion. But I have encountered
another problem, though it • a minor one, comparatively
speaking.
- I have received: A beauti: scarf with an enclosed card,
"Get well. Henry'!" Signed. Bob.- I know five Bobs. I
telephoned the store it cam)' :rom and they can't trace the
sale since it was cash transit,. ori.
Three beautiful floral arr.ir,i.,ements, none with identify-
ing names of senders. After 1 ,,lephoning the florists. I was
able to learn the names of
A 5-pound box of candy fr.,-1 a popular chain with eight
outlets in Sari Francisco. I'm II trying to find out who sent
it.
Two books from two friends. One, obviously expensive
(832 pages) rested uncomfort y on my stomach. I may read
it when I get home. The other a modest paperback which I
am enjoying. Sign me ....
PREPLEXED IN BE!) IN S.F.
DEAR PERPLEXED: I'm sure many patients have lost
their patience after experiencing the same frustrations.
Add another: well-meaning visitors who come too soon, stay
too long, talk too much, and sit on the bed.
DF,AR ABBY: A TV ann,, .• er talking about an "elderly
person,- later said he was .iiars old. I was startled.
When I remarked to some ,i! the others in the room that
55 was certainly not elderly, argument began.
Would.you please tell me A it years you consider middle
age and elderly? Thank you
C.F.M. IN DENVER
DEAR C.F.M.: qy dictionary IWebster's New World)
defines middle age as "the period of life from about 40 to
60:"- And U wouldo4 label a peclow "elderlanless_che_y_'ve_.
seen no fewer than 80 summers.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letter,. get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send II and a long,
stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132






(Glenda 1, Box 86, I.ynnville.
Dismissals
Mrs. Vicky Holton, 1553
Oxford, Murray, Mrs.
Jeanetta F. Washer, Rt. 1, Box
239, ALmo, Mrs. Keela E.
Lane, 401 E. 8th, Benton,
Joseph F. Keesiar, Rt. 1, Box
252, Almo, Mrs. Leslie Gail
Mohoney, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Cora M. Smith, Rt. 8, Box
589, Benton, Garry D. Harris,
1604 Calloway, Murray, Dallas
A. Holland, Rt. 3, Box 348,
Murray, Jack L. Buster, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Charles L. Rumfelt, Rt.
2, Box 79, Stewart, Tenn., Leo
H. Rand, 510 South 8th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Stephenson, Box 157, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Betty Youtoncia





King, Baby Girl i Cheryl),
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn., Tumlin,
Baby Girl Melba), 118 I'
Craig Circle, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda G. Thompson,
Rt. 1, Box 188, Benton, Mrs.
Debra G. Ernstberger, Rt. 1,
Box 13. Kirksey, Mrs. Virginia
I.. Adams, Rt. 1, Box 126,
Murray, Mrs. Mitzie M. Stone.
Rt. 1, Box 98, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Linda S. Edwards, Rt. 9,
Box 220A, Benton, Raymond
Sanders, 3711 W.. Diana,
Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs. Connie
W. Norcross, C2 Coach
Estates, Murray, Wade
Owens, 309 Greenwood Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Mary A.
Roesch, Rt. 2, Box 290,
Murray', Justin D. Phillips, Rti
6, Box 350, Murray, Marty E.
Bohannon, Rt. 1, Box 106,
Kirksey, Mrs. Teresa A.
Mathis, Rt. 3, Benton, James
D. Morrison, Rt. 3, Box 278,
Murray, Mrs. Rosemary
Murphy, 113 West Young,
Princeton, Mrs. ,Wella H.
Dumas, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Ausie L. Pool, 1620 Catalina
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Nina E.
Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel, Cecil E.
Orten, Rt. 2, Box 247, Murray,
Mrs. 011ie p.,r Riley, Fern
" 'TIC-race, Murray, Allen F.
McCuiston, Box 166, New
--Concord, Mary Jane Grogan,
Box 68, Hardin, Claud W.




Ross-, Baby Boy Laurie,
Hardin, Whitfield, Baby Girl
Donna), Rt. 1 Bx. 70, Murray.
Dismissals
Deborah A. Brooks, Rt. 3,
Mayfield, Mrs. Junaita R.
Marvin, 306 S. 15th, Murray,
Mrs. I.urline M. Stone, P,O.
Bx. 27, Kirksey, Mrs. Sue
McMillin, 1500 Clayshire,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanne 0.
Blanton, 146 Riveria Ct.,
Murray, James R. Mauzy, Bx.
14, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Mary L.
Canup, Rt. 1 Ridge Rd.,
Gilbertsville., Mrs. Teresa G.
Smith and Twin Girls, Rt. 8
Bx. 3M, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia K. Hosford and Baby
Boy, 1102 Brown, Paris, Tenn.,
John Roberts, Ht. 3 Bx. 266,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Linda J.
Gillespie and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Anderson Lane, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Douglas, Rt.
7, Mayfield, Mrs. Cindy
Grogan and Baby Girl, Rt. 4,
Murray, John R. Clendenon,
1111 Poplar, Murray, Quinton
Baucuni, Rt. 2 Bx. 430, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Connie Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Bx. 100A, Dexter, Mrs.
Hattie F. Elkins, 1613
Hamilton, Murray, Mrs.
Dulcie M. Douglass, -217
Woodlawn, Murray, Robert L.
Cole, 626 Ellis Dr., Mum,
Genie B. Adams, Rt: 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary L. Flippo, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Elva P.
West, 1632 Miller, Murray,
Aubery N. Wyatt, 504 N. 5th,
Murray, Golden R. Ragsdale,
Rt. 3 Bx. 189, Murray, Anion
W. Owen, Rt. 6 Bx. 140,
Dalton separates.





















Murray, Mrs. Bernice L.
Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Lorena Parks




CLINTON, N.J. )AP( - The
seven teen-agers were silent as
they listened to the tough talk
of the convicted murderers at
the Clinton Correctional In-
stitute for Women.
"You ain't had it tough 'til
you come to prison," inmate
7239 told the girls.
"We all tell you our numbers
because that's what we are,"
said 9699. "You lose everything
when you come here."
The young women, aged 13 to
17, were here as part of the
Clinton Lifers Group, modeled
after a program between boys
and the inmates at Rahway
State Prison.. Since May, about
100 young women have come to




Boys and Girls age 4 and up -'Top,
Ballet,Pointe, Jazz, Acrobatics and
Gymnasitcs
[Studio Located




Meet Mr. Mark Fisher, Gymnist





























Mutray Business News Briefs
FIRST CUSTOMIR - Sara Massey, left, and Debbie Grogan-, right, the owners of Foot-prints, a new children's shoe store, are pictured here with Mitch Jackson, one of theirfirst customers. The new store is located in the Southside Shopping Center.
Footprints Children's Shoe Store
Steps Into Murray Business Scene
Monday marked the opening
of a new business in Murray.
At nine o'clock, August 6th,
Footprints, children's shoes,
opened its doors in the
Southside Shopping Center.
Debbie Grogan and Sara
Massey, owners of the new
store said, -We felt like there
was a need for a children's
shoe store in Murray, you
know one exclusively for
children.
Footprints is the. only
authorized ,Stride-Rite dealer
in this area, but they also
feature brands like Sebago,
Famolare, Spalding, Dingo
Boots and Bare Trap, a
preteen line of girls shoes.
There are also plans to carry
some Adidas athletic shoes..
TT
In-the past Mrs. Grogan has
worked for the Shoe Tree and
Mrs. Massey has worked for
Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods,
so retailmerchandising is not
completely new to them.
There are plans for a grand
Opening but nothing has been
,formally finalized, "We would
like.everyone,to come by and
see the store," Grogan added.
Located next to Lad and
Lassie in the Southside
Shopping Center the new store
is open from 9 to 5 daily.
Limited Edition On Sale
A limited edition of the
Datsun 280-ZX luxury sports
car will go on sale the end of.
July at Datsun dealerships
throughout the nation.
Only 1,001 ZXF1s will be
built, with the chassis number
of each car being registered at
the factory. The ZXR
package, which is available
only on the two-seater version,
includes a black rear deck
spoiler, a special blue stripe
kit and silver mist color.
List price of the ZXR
package is $399. The spoiler
and stripe kit will be available
for present ZX owners as an
accessory but with a different
color logo than offered on the
original ZXR models.
Hopkinsville Federal recently had
an unexpected visitor to it's
Southside Branch. There was
nothing slow about this fellow as
he was found before opening
hours. Bobby Grogan, manager of
the branch, said the visitor would












Losses Exceed $40 Billion
Conservative estimates
place annual losses from
crimes against business at
more than $40 billion a year
nationwide.
Kentucky businesses suffer
their share of these staggering
losses from Crimes that range
from shoplifting to
sophisticated industrial
espionage, and a state agency
has stepped in to provide some
extra help at preventing such
crimes in Kentucky. That help
comes in a crime prevention
manual written by and for
Kentucky business people,
and state officials believe it is
part of an effective overall
strategy in reducing losses
from business crimes in the
Commonwealth.
The manual, Crimes
Against Business, is in its
second printing and is
available free from the Office
of Crime Prevention, Ken-
tucky Department of Justice,
025 Comanche Trail, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601.
Not too sophisticated...y•et
not too simplified" is how Don
Dentinger, deputy director in
the office of crime prevention,
describes the manual.
"Management can use the _
manual as a guideline for
employees in training
programs, and we have a slide
program based on the booklet
with more details in it," he
said.
Mr. Dentinger was ;the
project director who guided
the manual through
publication, assisted by
members of the Deceptive
Practices Task Force. The 20
members of the task force
represented Kentucky trade
associations, law enforcement
agencies, the legal profession
and the court, and members
contributed ideas for and
wrote sections of the manual.
The Kentucky manual has
been used by three other
states to teach business crime
prevention measures, Mr.
Dentinger said. "The manual
is also used as a basic training
manual at the National Crime
Prevention Institute and for
police training all over the
country," he said.
Topics covered in the
manual were selected after
the state office of crime
prevention surveyed major
statewide trade associations
"to determine what they felt
were the most bothersome
areas of crime," Mr. Den-
tinger said. Included are such
practical illustrations as the
8-Hour Day Like Holiday
To Marx and Nancy
LeCompte, an 8-hour work day
seems like a holiday.
And a 40-hour week would be
a vacation.
For these days, the
LeComptes and an ex-
perienced crew are busy
setting up a Coast to Coast
"total hardware" store in
Murray's Central Shopping
Center.
And that means long hours.
The owners and the Coast to
Coast crew are converting
12,400 square feet of empty
space into a full-line hardware
store.
This tiring pace will con-
tinue until the store's grand
opening September 5, 1979.
While the task seems
staggering, the owners and
the crew have a tested layout
to follow that shows where
every one of the 10,000 items in
the store will go. The layout is
based on the merchandise
experience of almost 1200
other Coast to Coast Stores
around the country.
What Marx and Nancy will
end up with is a modern
hardware supermarket, with
dozens of different depart-
ments catering to home, farm,
automotive and recreational
needs.






salesman, is now associated
with Roberts Realty at 12th
and Sycamore. She will also
continue to teach at Trigg
County High School for the
following school year.
Beginning August 19, Gail
will keep the office open on
Saturdays from 10 to 3. Please
feel free to call on her for any
real estate needs. She can be
reached at 753-1651 on
Saturdays and at 753-4017
through the week after 5:00
p.m.
She'll be happy to set up
appointments for Saturdays






















section with paint and
wallpaper plumbing and
electrical supplies, plus a wide




and accessories, as well as
appearance items.
Sporting goods, - fishing
tackle, archery, Browning
firearms, and camping and
recreational supplies.
A sound corner, with hi-fi
tuners, amplifiers and




gourniet needs and din-
nerware. There'll even be a
clean sweep section with
vacuum cleaners and floor
care products.
Simply keeping tabs on the
10,000 items in -stock would
seem impossible, but the new
owners claim it's easy. Once a
week Marx will walk through
the store carrying a small
electronic encoder about the
.size of a small walkie-talkie.
By simply touching push-
buttons on the encoder, the
manager orders the supplies
he. needs. Then the encoder
transmits his order by long-
distance telephone to the
Coast to Coast distribution
center in Crawfordsville,
Indiana. "This gives us next
week delivery on any item in
the warehouse," say the
owners. "And, in an
emergency- we can get
delivery in two days."
Last items to go into the new
store will be the dinnerware
and lightbulbs - -because
they're the most breakable."
After that, Marx and Nancy
will take a 1-day vacation.
And the next day - Sep-
tember 5 - they'll be open for
business.
Seventeenth century colonists hod
on acute shortage of gold and silver
coins. Under local authority, John
Hull of the Massachusetts Boy Col-
ony minted the first American
coins, starting in 1652
It's o good idea to save part of the money you make from
your job, that is.. .so open a sovings occount with us.
Taylor Drug Store chain's
system of combatting drug
thefts. The subject is of
growing concern to phar-
macies, according to 0. C.
F'oster of the drug chain,
ironically because law en-
forcement of drugs laws is
becoming more effective. "We
know that as police step up
their efforts on the street drug
market, the drug stores face
increased burglaries and
robberies," said Mr. Foster,
who served on the task force
that helped write the business
crime manual.
The manual states that no
fool-proof solutions to crimes
against business exist, but
that losses can be reduced and
kept to a minimum if four
general principles are
followed:
- Know what, your crime
losses are.
— Apply risk management
techniques to the prevention of
crimes before they occur.
— Report all illegal ac-
tivities to the proper law
enforcement authorities.
- Train employees at all
levels in crime prevention.
The manual goes on to detail
specific steps to combat the
most prevalent business
crimes in Kentucky. These




schemes at the cash register
and check fraud, in addition to
common shoplifting, which by
itself accounts for $1 billion in
annual business losses.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was strongly
upward. Leading gainers:
Brown-Forman ( AMEX ), to
381. front 36,-2; Convenient
Industries (OTC), to 19,4 from
17'4; Humana (NYSE), to
3452 from 31711; Jerrie° (OTC),
to 2012 from 1734; Reliance
Universal (OTC), to 1934 from
1734; Texas Gas Transmission
(NYSE), to 46',4 from 443s.
Biggest decline: Lincoln






your home to live on.
It's obvious that you need
Homeowners Insurance.
You're aware that fire can
ruin y_our .home. Yo.u.knOw
windstorm or theft or other'
hazards can strike you any time. So Allstate
has Homeowners Insurance.
, But what's not so obvious is that you
also need mortgage protection insurance
from Allstate Life. You see, when the owner
of a home dies before the mortgage is paid,
and the family can't keep up with the
mortgage payments, the family loses the
house. Mortgage protectionlife insurance
helps give your family a debt-free home if
you die.
See your Allstate Agent. Get both kinds
of protection. Homeowners Insurance and
mortgage protection life insurance. Help
make sure your home lives on.
Allstate
You're in good hands.
Bob Billington CPCU Guy Billington




While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't.1 miss all the hometown news. You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And, if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
A. the
Murray Ledger 8r Times




The beginning by Congress of
a month-long vacation through
the month of August doesn't do
much to reinforce pro-
nouncements by President
Carter and congressmen that
the nation is in a virtual state of
emergency.
President Carter's vision of a
crisis, as seen from Camp
David and the White House, ap-
parently isn't discernible from
the halls of Congress.
Republicans joined by a suffi-
cient number of Democrats
denied Carter any effective
authority to ration gasoline in
an emergency.
And the Senate showed no
sense of urgency in telling the
president that it will be able to
act on his "windfall profits" tax
proposal by Oct. 1.
And with that, Congress pick-
ed up its papers and went off on
vacation.
One doesn't have to believe
that the president's energy pro-
posal is correct — and we don't
— to understand why this may
be a bad time for Congress to
take a vacation.
It is only necessary to believe
that a crisis exists that requires
some kind of action.
Who has failed to find needed
gasoline or sat in service sta-
tion lines and doesn't believe
that? Besides, too many
members of Congress have
assured the nation the-crisis is
real.
The first step in facing up to
any crisis is realizing it exists,
and much effort has gone into
convincing Americans this is
the case with energy.
Is it too much to ask that Con-
gress stay on the job until some
Kentucky Closeup
effective machinery is in place
to cope with a sudden, critical
gasoline shortage?
The proposal presently being
considered would permit ra-
tioning only if a 20 percent shor-
tage of supply develops. We
know from what happened in
California last May what can
happen if a gasoline shortage is
only 5 percent.
It seems to us there must be
some sort of orderly procedure
to cope with that kind of panic
situation. The next time, the
odd-even license number
system may not be nearly
enough.
If "Rationing" is a bad word
and we confess to great difficul-
ty with it — we recognize that
someone, somewhere' must
develop some plan to allocate
as fairly as possible existing
supplies of gasoline in a crisis.
And while we stand with
many other observers in ques-
tioning the wisdom of launching
a huge, fully government-
funded crash program to pro-
duce synthetic fuels — as the
president proposes to do with a
windfall profits tax — there
must be some sort of
government-industry working
relationship to develop alter-
nate energy sources.
There is little likelihood
that Congress will cancel its
vacation, although to do so
would certainly go a long way
toward encouraging con-
servation measures by the
American consumers.
But the members should
understand that when they
return in September, they
should roll up their sleeves and
be ready to take some action.
Truck Passenger Has
Different Names
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The other
passenger in Ed Burden's truck has
many names. They depend on Burden's
mood at the moment.
"I vent my spite on him. Sometimes.
re's my supervisor, or my dispatcher.
Sanetimes, he's the woman who almost
ran me off the road. It really doesn't
matter what you call him, he never
answers."
Burden rescued his companion — a
mannequin clown — from the scrap
heap six months ago. "This department
store was gonna throw the dummy
away until I offered to take him off their
hands."
The clown got a home; Burden got
instant company — and a lot of kidding
when he returned his rig to the Overnite
Transportation Co. in Louisville. His
new friend, all smiles, was perched in
the seat beside him.
"The guys around the terminal
thought I was nuts. Several believed I
was weird. Soria funny, you know."
Most of the laughter subsided when
Burden removed the mannequin's wig
— "it made him look too much like a
woman" — and dressed him in an old
sweater. "I'm now shopping around for
a muscle shirt and a straw hat for
him."
In addition to helping him fight
boredom, Burden said his friend was
invaluable during the recent in-
dependent truckers'strike.
"I figured if anybody was gonna open
fire on my rig, they'd take the first shot
at him," he explained. "But I was
lucky. Nothing happened to me."
Burden, who came here 20 years ago
from Butler County, joined Overnite
Transportation in 1974. "I was just
another driver until that thing showed
up," he said, jerking a thumb toward
the lifesize figure.
When people stop and stare or ask
questions, Burden has a series of one-
liners ready for them. A few samples.
"Why should I feed him, lady? I do all
the-driving.''' 7_
'You're right, sir. It takes two
dummies like us to handle this
vehicle."
"DoI take him home at night' Naw
My kids wouldn't approve, and the
neighbors might wonder what's going
Burden admits there are times when
he feels like he's the dummy. "I'm
doing all the work and he's sitting there
grinning at me."
At 42, Burden bears a striking
resemblance to country rock singer
Mac Davis. Friends have noticed this
and so have a number of his customers.
"The comparison made me feel
pretty good until the day a woman
pulled her car alongside my rig,"
Burden said. "She saw the two of us in
the cab but didn't say anything."
When the light changed, the woman
leaned over and yelled: "You know,
mister, that dummy looks better than
you do."
Burden doesn't remember how many




George Gershwin regarded himself
as the center of the universe and
assumed that others did, too.
Once, after buying a Picasso pain-
ting, he got the feeling that it was a
fake. He sent the artist a photo of the
canvas, with a note requesting
authentication.
Several weeks passed and he
received no answer, so he sent a second
note. This time he got a reply from the
painter, who assured him that the
picture was indeed genuine.
When Gershwin showed the artist's
letter to a friend, the latter said:
"I wonder why he made you write to
him twice before replying?"
The answer to that was obvious to the
composer.
"He wanted two Gershwin
autographs," he said. "What else?"
• A lawyer arils) -representa a musical
group spends a lot of time with his
clients and.a newspaper man, thinking
he was h musician, asked what in-
struments he played. The leader,
Jimmy Melaina explained, "He solos
on contracts."
Echoes From The Past
The Iron Industry
In West Kentucky
Before William Kelley perfected his
process for manufacturing iron, using
oxygen to heat the fire to very high
temperatures and producing a better
grade of finished product, the iron
furnaces in this area were operated on
what was referred to as the cold-blast
process. This process necessitated
large amounts of charcoal for use as
fuel in the furnaces.
Keeping an iron furnace going
required as many as 150 men for the
larger furnaces. Slave labor was used
to some extent, as was imported
Chinese labor. A good part of the labor
force was used strictly in the produc-
tion of the charcoal which fired the
furnaces. For this reason, one of the
prime considerations in locating the
furnace was the availability of vast
amounts of timber. It was also
necessary to find a source of limestone
with which to construct the furnace
itself, and a dependable source of
running water for use in the smelting
process. The furnaces were located
near the Tennessee and Cumberland
Rivers for easy access to a shipping
point.
Most of the iron masters had come to
this part of the country from Penn-
sylvania where they had learned the
trade. Although the iron ore found
around here was not considered top
grade, it was plentiful enough to be
considered one of the main sources
prior to the Civil War.
The cold-blast process of making iron
was dependent upon intense heat,
supplied by charcoal, to melt the iron
ore and separate it from the other
minerals present.
The method of producing charcoal for
fuel was a lengthy and tedious job.
Hardwoods were cut into four foot
lengths and stacked into cords. A pit
was built for burning the wood; this pit
would be about 30 feet in diameter. The
cords of wood were put into the coal pit,
each of which was capable of con-
taining 60 cords. In the center of the
hearth, a three-cornered pen Was built
and wood was set on end around the pen
in a circle, building up to a height of
twelve feet.
This wood filled pit was then covered
with eight inches of leaves, to protect
the wood from dirt. On top of the leaves
was shoveled clay, to a thickness of six
inches on the sides and about 18 inches
on top. This was done to keep the heat
inside the pit.
To light the pit, a worker climbed a
ladder to the top, opened the top of the
pit and shoveled kindling into the pen,
which served as a chimney. Then a fire
was built on the shovel and placed down
inside the pen and re-covered with dirt,
leaving two holes through which the
smoke and gases could escape.
After about a day, smoke would begin
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &









to emerge from the "chimney," and
some four days later, more holes were
made and the pit was left to burn for a
week or two, until the coal was ready to
draw.- The fire had to be watched
around the clnek. Since-MP—Charcoal
pits were usually located in a valley,
there could be as many as 50 burning
simultaneously.
When the coal was ready to draw, the
workers would make a hole at the base
of the pit and take out the coal with a
long handled shovel. Water was kept
nearby to douse any remaining flames.
This ever-present danger resulted in
many charcoal wagons being
irreparably damaged; for this reason,
buckets of water were kept at close
intervals along the routes to the iron
furr.ace.
When the charcoal had cooled, it was
placed in large, shallow baskets and
then into the wagons to be taken to the
furnace. It took about 2000 bushels of
charcoal to feed an iron furnace for a
24-hour period.
The vast amounts of wood necessary
for the cold-blast process resulted in a
search for a more economical method
of keeping the furnaces heated* to the
proper temperature. In the next




Today is Saturday, Aug. 11, the 223rd
day of 1979. There are 142 days left in,
the year.
Today's highlight in history
On this date in 1954, a formal peace
announement in Indochina ended more
than seven years of fighting between
the French and the Communist Viet-
minh.
On this date.
In 1857, the first Atlantic cable broke
after 335 miles had been laid, and work
was halted until the next year.
In 1909, the first radio SOS was sent
by a disabled ocean liner off Cape
Hatteras. N.C.
In 1919. Germany became a republic
as the Weimar Constitution went into
effect.
In 1945, as World War II was nearing
an end, the Allies announced that a
Japanese surrender offer was ac-
ceptable.
In 1965, rioting and looting broke out
in the predominently black Watts
section of Los Angeles.
In 1976, 17 blacks were killed and 50
injured in disturbances on the outskirts
of Cape. Town, South Africa.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon proposed a $4 billion federal
welfare program that would guarantee
a basic income for every American
family.
Five years ago: Senate Republican
leader Hugh Scott said he found
growing bipartisan opposition in
Congress to possible criminal
prosecution of former President
Richard Nixon for his role in
Watergate.
One year ago: New fighting between
Lebanese Christians and Syrian troops
erupted in Beirut despite a truce.
Today's birthdays: Writer Alex
Haley is 58 years old. Financier and art
collector Joseph Hirshhorn is 80.
Thought for today: The proper
function of man is to live, not to exist -
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"It is written, Be ye holy; for I am
holy." I Peter 1:16
The Bible calls all mankind to Ilse
a life of holiness. And for this pur-






In the midst of our continuing crisis-
whether they be political or
petrochemical in nature, it might be
necessary to remind ourselves that the
goal of government action ought to be
the welfare and freedom of individuals
These words, written by Martin
Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968) in his
Stride Toward Freedom 1958), express
this sentiment with simplicity and
clarity:
Man is not made for the state; the
state is made for man. To deprive
man of freedom Is to relegate him
to the status of a thing rather than
elevate him to the status of a
person. Man must never be treated
as a means to the end of the state,
but always as an end within
himself.
10 Years Ago'—
The Murray State University Board
of Regents voted last week to name the
new gymnasium at the University
School, the university's laboratory
school, in honor of the late Garrett
Beshear, all time great basketball star
of Murray State.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lela
Strader, 92,
Miss Judy Kelso of Calloway County
is one of 20 area 4-H members and their
chaperones who left Aug. 5 for Ventura,
Calif., for a week's exchange trip.
The Murray Women's Softball Team
has been invited to attend the State
20 Years Ago
Jerry D. Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L. D. Williams, has accepted a
position as vocal music instructor in the
demonstration school of Peabody
College. Nashville, Tenn. His wife, the
former LaVora Holland, is science
instructor at. West High School there.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Artie
Jones, 70. and Mrs. R. L. Shemwell.
Training for adult scout leaders will
be started Sept. I for all persons in-
30 Years Ago
The Dog Show which was the first
feature of the Calloway County Fair
drew a crowd estimated at around 450
persons last night at the Murray City
Park. OWe Brown was in charge of the
show with Douglas Shoemaker and
Lock Hargrove as judges.
Deaths reported include Mra. Angie
Evans, 75., who died yesterday at 9 a.m.
and her son. Treman L. Evans, 48, who
died yesterday at 4:4.5 a.m.
The Southwestern Regional Baptist
Training Union convention will be held
at the First Baptist Church, Murray,
40 Years Ago
Among the Kentucky winners in the
primary election were IA. Gov. Keen
Johnson, governor, Democrat, and
Circuit Judge King Swopes.
Republican.
Local winners in the primary election
include V. A. Bill) Phillips, state
senator; Pink G. Curd, representative;
John T. King, commonwealth attorney;
Otis I.ovins, circuit court clerk.
Deaths reported this week include
George Watkins, Mrs. Abe Grant
Mangrum, 74, Stanley C. Kirkland, 56,
and Robert Lee Wilson, 70.
Coleman Overbey, a Church of Christ
minister from Texas, is conducting a
protracted meeting in a tent about five
miles out of Murray on the North High-
way.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Shackelford, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Doll Hart, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Paschall, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. George Pittman.
Harold Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oakland Cunningham, has ac-
cepted an appointment as junior clerk-
typist with the Tennessee Valley
50 Years Ago
Winners in the primary election were
Lee Clark, representative; C. A. Hale,
judge; Hall Hood, attorney; Clint W.
Drinkard, sheriff; Mary Neale, county
court clerk; Claude Anderson, tax
commissioner; Jim McDaniel, jailer:
W. A. Patterson, H. E. Brandon, D. P.
Farris, E. B. Adams, Lee Barnett,
Walter Cook, and M. H. Thompson,
magistrates; Edd Filbeck, city mayor;
Dr. W. H. Graves, Jesse Wallis, Henry
E. Elliott, H. C. Broach, J. K. Farmer,
find James W. Strader, city coun-
cilmen
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. W. L. Nanney, 45, and Mrs. 0. Z.
Foster, 78.
s The Calloway -County Circuit Court
opened this week withAllikdge Ira D.
Smith presiding.
The City Board of Education said
every child entering Murray schools
this fall must have been vaccinated
against small pox or present a cer-
,
Amateur Softball Tournament at
Lexington Aug. 21 and 24.
Members of the 1949 and 1950
graduating classes of Kirksey High
School held their 20th and 19th class
reunions respectively at a joint dinner
held at the Holiday Inn, Murray, on,
Aug. 9. James V. Edwards, Sedalia,
Mo., president of the 1949 class, was
master of ceremonies.
Miss Delores Jean Phillips, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phipps, Bar-
berton, Ohio, was married to Vernon
Wilson Gantt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Gantt, Murray, on July 26.
terested in being leaders or helpers
from Brownies to Girl Scouts. Mrs. Arlo
Sprunger will teach the course.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Lee on Aug. 10.
Miss Cheryl Thompson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Thompson of
Benton, was married to Paul Dailey,
Jr., son of the Rev. and Mrs. Paul
Dailey, Sr., Benton, on Aug. 2 at the
First Baptist Church, Benton.
Aug. 25 and 26. Speakers will include
Dr. James L Sullivan of Nashville,
Tenn., and the Rev. Tom Brown of
Paducah. The Rev. John L. Ryeberg,
pastor of Cherry Corner Baptist Church
here, is president.
Oranges are listed at selling for a
dozen for 19 cents in the ad for
Economy Self Service Grocery.
"The Stratton Story" starring James
Stewart and June Allyson with Frank
Morgan, Agnes Moorehead, and Bill
Williams is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
Authority. He will be located in Dayton,
Tenn.
Mrs. Gertie Farris and Mrs. Sylvia
Packrnan of Lerman Brothers Store
have returned from a buying trip to St.
Louis,.Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hutson en-
tertained for approximately. 250
veterans, their families, and guests at
the annual American Legion picnic held
at their home on West Main Street on
Aug. 3.
Mrs. E. B. Houston spoke on her
recent trip to the New York World's
Fair, Boston, Philadelphia, and other
points at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the home of Mrs. A. Car-
man.
Pine Bluff beat Cherry Corner in a 10
inning game at Pine Bluff park. Bat-
teries were Kingins and Lyons for Pine
Bluff and Willoughby and Williams for
Cherry Corner.
Murray Food Market is paying 17
cents for eggs this week according to
the ad for the firm.
tificate from a physician giving a good
reason or not being vaccinated.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Woods, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Wisehart, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bergman,
Jr.
The new filling station of the Gulf
Refining Company at Sixth and Main
Streets across from the National Hotel
will open next week. Joe Baker is the
local distributor for Gulf products.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Edwards were
honored on their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a dinrier at the National
Hotel with Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stokes as
hosts.
- _
F. G. Huntginton's "Mighty Min-
strels" were presented last night under
the big tent in Murray.
Buck Jones in "The Big Hop" with














































































































••• Lodger & Times
Sports Editor
If John Denham's idea of
heaven is playing baseball,
then a baseball coach's idea of
heaven could well be coaching
nine John Denharns.
"He's a first-class kid all the
way," said Bill Cherry of
Denham's announcement
yesterday that he would at-
tend Bethel College on a
baseball scholarship. "You'll
never find a harder worker."
Den han , who graduated
froni Murray High School
earlier this - year, was a
member of the Tigers' state
runnerup team, which raced
to victories in 19 of 23 games.
And later this summer,
Denham played under Cherry,
the Murray American Legion
coach, as Post 73 accumulated
a 24-17 record.
"I just wanted to play
baseball sometyhere, and
Bethel seems to be a great
place," Denham said of the
small, McKenzie, Tenn.,
'based school.
Another member of the
Murray High team, Brad
Taylor. will attend Murray
State on a baseball scholar-
ship, as will a member of the
Legion squad, Scott Tucker of
Wingo, Ky.
It came down to either
going to Bethel or taking a
chance and trying out at
Murray State," said Denham.
"I decided I needed to be
playing baseball somewhere.
Leon Wurth MSU assistant
coach, told me Murray was
loaded with catchers, and that
I probably wouldn't get to play
my first year."
"I've watched him play
baseball since he was six
years old," Cherry said. "And
his biggest strength is that he
always gives 100 percent. I've
never had to tell him to get
going."
Denham, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. B.C. Denham of Murray,
will perform at Bethel under
coach Jim Shannon.
By Tony Wilson
John Denham yesterday announced that he would attend
Bethel College on a baseball scholarship. -
Sports Murray Ledger & Times
Unconcerned Connors




seeded Jimmy Connors isn't
worrying about the tactics
he'll encounter from Spain's
Jose Higueras in their
semifinal match in the
$275,000 U.S. Open Clay Court
tennis championships today.
"He likes long marathon
hatches," said Connors who
a on here for the third time
last year with a 7-5, 6-1





By the Associated Press
HOUSTON — Rudy Toni-
janovich, the Houston Rockets
star forward, said he felt no
threat before a one-punch
fight that crushed the front of
his face. 3/4
-I felt no risk at all," he
said, when trotting over to a
disturbance involving former
Los Angeles Laker Kermit
Washington and former
Rocket Keven Kunnert. The
punch he got knocked him out
for the rest of the year.
Tonljanovich, who will earn
$300,000 next season, is suing
California Sports Inc., owner
of the Lakers, for at least $1
million in damages suffered
Dec. 9, 1977, when Washington
slugged him.
The Rockets captain, now
30, suffered a broken nose,
fractured skull and dental and
facial injuries.
Ton ijanovich, who spent
more than two hours on the.
stand in federal court Friday,
said the incident jeopardized
his future as a professional
-- basketball player.,
Nick Nichols, Toni -
janovich's lawyer, asked the
five-time National Basketball
Association all-star if his
marketability had been
diminished by the injuries.
"It sure has," Tomjanovich
said. He said he earned
$225,000 and $250,000 for the
first two years of his contract,
which expires next season.
'1 'tried to be the best player
Snead Is Early Hartford Leader
By SCOTT M. BUSHNELL
AP Sports Writer
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. -
George Cadle, the first-round
front-runner in the $300,000
Sammy Davis Jr.-Greater
Hartford Open, found himself
running for his life Friday.
Cadle and his caddy made a
mad dash for the clubhouse at
the Wethersfield Country Club
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derstorrn hit the course
shortly before 4:30 p.m.
Winds reaching 65 mph and
hail turned the course into a
sea of panicked spectators and
debris. Several tree limbs
were felled by wind and
lightning on the course, but no
injuries were reported.
"That's the fastest I've can
in years," the 5-foot-11, 230-
pound Cadle said in the
clubhouse.
The storm left 69 players
unable to finish their second
round Friday. The tour-
nament was scheduled to
resume at 9 a.m. today, with
the third round to begin at
noon after the field has been
reduced to about 70 players. A
total of 156 golfers began the
tournament, which carries a
$54,000 first prize, on Thur-
sday.
Cadle managed to complete
12 holes Friday before the halt
and was 8-under-par. He
began the day at 9-under 62
with a 3-stroke lead.
The lead in the GHO was
grabbed earlier in the day by
veteran J.C. Snead, who fired
a 66 for a 36-hole total of 131,
which is 11 under par.
Snead, who birdied four of
the last six holes, played
during the morning when the
high winds that preceded the
storm hadn't begun.
Although he overcame a
double bogey on the 12th hole
to shoot 4-under-par on the
back nine, Snead wasn't
satisfied with his round.
'I drove the ball poorly. I hit
a couple of 'squirrelers' to the
right at the start and didn't
drive it good the rest of the
day," said Snead, who's
$22.000 away from $1 million in
career earnings.
His double bogey on the 12th
ineTuiled two shots VoriFige -
bunker.
"I've been having trouble
getting out of sand recently.
At times I couldn't get out with
a shovel," he said with a
laugh
At 8 under par after 36 holes,
3 strokes behind Snead, is
rookie Mike Brannan, who
fired his second consecutive 67
Friday. also in the morning.
Several players were tied at
7 under par on the 6,534-yard,
par-71 Wethersfield course.
including Joe Inman.
Inman, who shot a 68 for a
two-round total of 135, said the
late morning's gusty.
changing winds made play
tricky. It was the second
round of the 1978 GHO that
Inman fired a 62, the lowest
score for 18 holes on the Pt; A
tour last year.
"I started out the same way
this year with two long birdies
on the first three holes, but
then it stopped," said Inman,
who bogeyed two of the last
three holes to fall off the pace.
Portions of the tourney were
scheduled to be broadcast by




BOSTON RED SOX - Placed Bob
Montgomery, catcher, on the IS-daY
disabled list
KANSAS CITY ROYALS -- Placed F,d
Rodrigues, pitcher, on the 21-day disabled
list Recalled Craig Chamberlain. pitcher
from Jacksonville of the Southern League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS Announced
that Tony Siegle, director of scouting and
player development, is leaving to become




Las ANGEIES LAKERS - Waived
seven-year-veteran Jim Price, guard
FOOTBALL
National Faitbag League
TAMPA BAY UCCANEERS - Waived
Dick Kell from Mose Island, defen.sive
lineman, and Elton Garrett NITI Southern
Methodist, tight end
HOCKEY
Pint-AIM. FRIA FLYERS -Named
Bobby Clarke • playing assistant roach




UNIVERSITY - Named F.rnmitt Thomas
an assistant football coach
1 Vtillid he said of last
seas(in, but "I wish I could be
better."
The Rockets, who finished
last in their division after
losing Ton ijanovich, are suing
the Lakers for an additional
$1.4 ii,llioii for the loss of their
starting forward. •
Toiejanovich said he never
saw the punch corning.
--Because of my concern for
Kevin Kunnert, whomi
Washington had just hit), my
full attention was on him,"
Tonaanovich told the court.
'The next thing I remember
was Is ing on the floor. There
was a buzzing in my ears. I
reinember thinking that the
scorelaiard must have fallen
on ine.
"Someone said Kermit
Washington hit me. I couldn't
figure it out because I had
done nothing to him.
The player said he didn't
suspect the magnitude of his
fljury until "I opened my
1 ,(Iiith and I could still feel my
outh closed and I realized
Ivy face had been caved in on
,rie side."
"I'll just have to go out and
play my game. I don't enjoy
playing baby tennis ... just
staying back there tat the
baseline)," he said.
The four top-seeded men
advanced to the semifinals
with victories Friday. Connors
overpowered 1978 Junior
Wimbledon champion Ivan
Lendl 6-2, 7-6. John McEnroe,
No. 2 seed, eliminated three-
time champion Manuel
Orantes of Spain 6-3, 6-3.
McEnroe will meet No. 3
Guillermo Vitas of Argentina,
a 6-3, 7-6 winner over coun-
tryman Jose-Luis Clerc, in the
other semifinal.
In women's action tonight,
four-time winner Chris Evert
Lloyd plays long-time rival
Evonne Goolagong Cawley for
the $20,000 check that goes to
the champion.
Lloyd, unable to compete
here since 1975 because of her
World Team Tennis com-
mitments, gave her strongest
performance of the week in
defeating Renee Richards 6-1,
6-0. Lloyd, the top seed,
needed only 69 minutes to
eliminate Richards, the
former male doctor playing in
the semifinals of a major
national tournament for the
first time.
Cawley, who trails Lloyd 19-
12 in head-to-head tournament
action since 1974, rallied to
down Regina Marsikova 4-6,6-
3, 7-5. The 28-year-old
Australian native was down 2-
5 in the final set, and
Mariskova had her at match
point three times.
"Suddenly I just didn't feel
too comfortable," Marsikova
said about the turnaround. "I
just missed on one shot that
would have won the match,
and I slipped as I tried to win
the match at 5-3."
Marsikova also said the
rain, which forced officials to
halt play for 20 minutes after
the second set, bothered her in
that set.
"I kept thinking they were
going to stop the match," she
said. "I couldn't con-
centrate."
• By Tony Wilson
Winners of yesterday's Oaks Country Club iunior golf tournament were, front row from left (oge
in parentheses): Chad Caldwell, Michelle Caldwell (8), Terry Lamb (10), Lisa Covey (10) and
Benji Bogard (10). In back are Jason Sammons (9), Kelly Steeley (11), Mark Boggess (13),
Michael Boggess (15) and Darren Hooper (15).
All 1979 Models Must Go!
From now until Aug. 15,
all 1979 Cadillacs,
Oldsmobile and Pontiacs
will GO BELOW OUR NOR-
MAL CLEARANCE DIS-
COUNTS DUE TO General
Motors Rebate Program





If you are going to trade
for a new car in the next
few months it will pay
you to trade before Aug.
15 and let General Motors
pay a big part of your
trade difference. 
In most cases you will be buying a new Oldsmobile, Cadillac or Pontiac for
less than we pay for them and G.M. is making up the difference.
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Most Of The Super Bowl X1 Raiders Are Now Gone
By BO ItG R E ENE
AP Sports Writer
Sonic of the biggest names
in the National Football
wague will be on hand tonight
when the Oakland"liaiders
play host to the San Francisco
49ers. But niost of then' will be
sitting on the sidelines.
Several key members of the
Oakland Raiders cham-
pionship team of three years
ago will hold a reunion.
Willie Brown and Pete
Banaszak retired after last
season. *Injury problems
appear to have ended the
careers of Clarence Davis and
Willie Hall. And other Super
Bowl X I starters, such as Fred
Biletnikoff, George Atkinson
and Dave Rowe, have been
east off by the Raiders.
They 'II probably dedicate
the gait e to them,- said Bill
Walsh. the 49ers' new coach.
%Iwo lw heard of the Raiders'
plans to honor former players
NFL ROUNDUP
The 49ers also will get in the
"guess who's here but not
play tr t. act 0.J. Simpson
still hasn't recovered from an
injury Nnd his replacement in
the backfield, Paul Hofer, San
Francisco's leading rusher,
has a han 'string injury .
That heat es rookie Phil
Frane is to cam the running
load tt ith Steve DeBerg and
rookie doe Montana probably'
sharing the quarterbacking
duties as they did in last
week's 13-10 victory over the
Sari Diego Chargers.
Oakland, which has won 10
of the 12 games between these
Bay rea rivals, will go with
quarterbacks Ken Stabler
The Astros, who competed in o recent Kentucky League baseball tournament in Mayfield, are,
front row from left: Chris Burpoe, Tracy Weaver. Jamie Shields, Corey Wells and Bet* Bogard.
In back are Steven Show, Corey Alexander, Byung Min Yoo, Dwayne Caldwell, Scott Butwell,
Mark Whitaker and Bob Rice. Also shown are (from left) coaches Will Shields David Durham and
Bill Whitaker.




W L Pct. GB
Baltimore 76 38 .667 —
Boston 70 43 419 54
Milwaukee 66 50 .569 11
New York 61 53 .535 15
Detroit 59 56 .513 17'n
Cleveland 58 57 504 18't
Toronto 34 79 .301 40n
WEST
California 65 51 560 —
Minnesota 60 53 .531 3in
Kansas City 59 55 .518 5
Texas 59 56 .513 5-1,
Chicag/ 50 62 .146 :3
Seattle 49 67 .422 16
..takland 35 81 .302 30
Friday's Games
Toronto at Chicago, ppd . wet grounds
Kansas City 7-7, Detroit 63
Oakhind 6. Minnesota 5, 11 innings. 1st
game
Minnesota 3, Oakland 2, 12 innings. 2nd
game
Baltimore 8, New York 6
Boston 5, Milwaukee 4
Cleveland 6, Texas 1
Seattle 8, California 6, 14 innings
Saturday's Games
Toronto , Todd (i-0 and Stieb 3-3, at Chi-
ago , Kravec 1610 and Baumgarten 9-7),
Milwaukee (Haas 7-7, at Boston , Torrex
Oakland (McCatty 7-6, at Minnesota
Zahn 9-3 (
New York (Guidry 167, at Baltimore
McGregor 73), in
Detroit (Billingham 6-Si at Kansas City
snattortt 10'12i. (n1
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62 49 359, 1 is
59 52 532 4o
59 53 5
60 56 517 6
47 65 420 17
WEST
68 49 581 —
64 54 • 542 14
55 61 474 121/2
52 65 444 16
51 64 443 16
44 71 393 22
Friday's Games
PhilacieLptua 4-2, Pittsburgh 3-3. lit
game 12 innings
New York 7-5. Montreal 1-6
StLows 13-5. Chicago 43
Houston 2, Atlanta 1
San Diego 3. Cincinnati 2
Las Angeles 9, San Francisco 0
Satirday's Games
Montreal isenacteder 6-4: at New York
'Falcone 34)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 2-6( at Philadelphia
,Nolan 3-3:
Los Angeles 'Hough 2-4 , at San Fran-
cisco (Whitson 54,
. Houston (LaCorte 1-0, at Atlanta
(M.Mahler 3-10,, (n)
Chicago (Reuschel 11-7, at St. Louis
, MOMS! 1-1 J, n, -
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Gemes
Montreal at New York. 2
Chicago at St. Louis
Cincinnati at San Diego. 2, it-n)
Los Angeles at San Francisco
Houston at Atlanta, (n),
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, (n)
Sponsor Is Cutting Back
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Colgate-
Palmolive Co. is dropping its
sponsorship of men's tennis
events and some men's and
women's golf tournaments,
apparently to consolidate its
resources behind ailing
subsidiaries.
The total cut comes to about
$2 million, more than half the
big corporation's 1979 ex-
penditure on tennis and golf.
Officials said the company
would continue to provide
about $1.4 * million for the
Colgate Series women's tennis
tour, to the Dinah Shore-
Winner's Circle women's golf
tournament and for the
Colgate Women's Games, a












Then each day. you ye got your choice
ol a Baitctd Ntatsr.or French Ertes..Toast
any Drink. incra &lb to our SOO
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.






BA-TING '275 at bats,—KHrnands. St.
Lotus, 338: Templeton, St. Louis, 334:
Foster. Cincinnati. .333. Winfield. San
Diego, .333. Garvey. Los Angeles, 321
RUNS—Lopes, Los Angeles, 96. Sch-
midt, Philadelphia. 84: Kfirniuxix. St.
Louts. 83, Moreno, Pittsburgh. 81:
Royster. Atlanta. 111
RBI—Kingman. Chicago, 91, Schmidt.
Philadelphia, 86; Winfield, San Diego, 87:
Klirnandx. Sn Lotus. $D: Clark, San
Francisco. 78
HITS—Templeton, St Louis, 154;
Garvey. Um Angeles. 154: Klimandz. St
Louis. 146, Matthews, Atlanta, 144.
Winfield, San Dingo. 146
,L101:BLES—Rose, Philadelphia. 33:
Klirnandx. St. Louis. 33: Crornartie,
Montreal, 31; Reiti. St Louis. 31: Parker,
Pntsburgh, 30.
TRIPLES—Templeton, St. Louis, 13;
McBride. Philadelphia. 10; Moreno,
Pittsburgh. 10: TScott. St Louis. 10:
Dawson, Montreal, 9, Winfield. San Diego,
9
HOME RUNS—Kingman. Chicago. 32;
Schmidt, Philadelphia. 39; Winfield. San
Diego. 26; Lopes. Los Angeles. 35; Mat-
thews, Atlanta. 23; Clark, San Francisco,
23
STOLEN BASES—Moreno, Pittsburgh.
50, North, San Francisco, 19; Taveras,
New York, 33: Cabell, Houston, 31; TScott,
St. Louis, 30; Jera, Houston, 30
PITCHING , 10 Decisions , —Bibby ,
Pittsburgh, 8-2, .800, 2.57; LaCoss, Cin-
cmruiti 12-4..750, 2.69, JNietro. Houston,
16-4, 727. 3.12; Tidrow, Chicago, 6-3, 727.
2.42: Bomb. Pittsburgh, 8-3, 727, 2.39.
IAMB, St. Louis. 7-3, .700, 2.98; Blyleven,
Pittsburgh, 9-4, 692. 3.72_ 2Martiner, St
lows, 10-5, .867. 3.38
STRIKEOL'TS—Richard. Houston, 209:
PNiekro, Atlanta. 134; Carlton,
Philadelphia, 129, Perry, San Diego. 128;
Blyleven. Pittsburgh, 121.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (275 at bats r—Lynn. Boston,
132, Kernp, Detroit, 330: Downing.
California, .330; Bottle, Seattle, MI,
Rice, Boston, 327
RUNS—Baylor. California. 88: Lynn,
Boston, 65: Rice. Boston, 85: Gliren,
Kansas City, 85, RJones, Seattle. 34
RBI—Baylor, California. 102. Lynn,
Boston, 91; Rice. Boston. 91. Kemp,
Detroit, 86; Singleton. Baltimore, 67
HITS--GBrett, Kansas City, 151; Rice,
Boston, 146; BBell, Texas, 145: Smalley,
Minnesota, 136; Baylor, California, 135.
DOUBLES—Cooper, Milwaukee, 32:
1113e11, Texas, 31. Lynn, Boston, 30;
GBrett, Kansas City. 30; Lemon, Chicago,
29
TRIPLES—GBrett. Kansas City, 14,
Molitor, Milwaukee. 10. Randolph. New
York, 9; Wilson, KAMM City. 9; Porter.
Kansas City. 8
HOME RUNS—Lynn, Boston, 31.
Singleton. Baltimore. 29; Rice, Boston, 29;
Thomas. Milwaukee, 29, Baylor,
California, 26
STOLEN BASES- LeFlore, Detroit, 54;
Wilson. Kansas City, 49; Bumbry,
Baltimore, 72; Bonds, Cleveland. 72.
JCnit, Seattle, 26, Wills, Texas, 26
PITCHING (10 Decisions, --Rliavis,
New York, 9-2. 818.202, Clear, California,
10-3, 70, 297. Kern, Texas, 10-3, 749.
1 12. Eckersley. Boston. 15-5, .750, 2.83.
Zahn, Minnesota, 9-3, 750, 3.55: Drago,
Boston. 6-3, .727, 3.24; Barrios, Chicago, 6-
3, 727. 3.61; John. New York, 15-4. 714,
2.89
STRIKEOUTS— Ryan, California. 168,
Guidry. New York, 134; Jenkins. Texas,
12$. Flanagan, Baltimore. 127.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers eo bays met
received *sir beee-deolvered
copy of The Norm Lifter II
Times by 5:30 p.a. Modal-
MMuy ft by 340 p.m. is
56ftrdays are urged to all
753-1916 WM.., 5130
ad 1- p.01.; Miulip-
Mduy, et 3:30 p:so. mod 4
p.m. fahinlype, to Were
delivery of 'be sewspaper.
CASs mod be plead by 6
v.. weekdays w 4 p.m.
Suterddys Is learentee
delivery.
Jim» Plunkett and Dave
Holm». Plunkett, ironically,
was the 49ers' starter when
the two teams met in their
preseason clash last year.
In the only NFL afternoon
preseason game today, the
Chicago Bears were slated to
take on the Saints in New
Orleans.
Tonight, the Detroit lions
will be at the Buffalo Bills, the
New York Giants meet the
Steelers in Pittsburgh, the
Miami Dolphins continue their
(Toss-state rivalry with the
Buccaneers at Tampa Bay,
the Baltimore Colts meet the'
Browns at Cleveland, the
Green Bay Packers clash with
the Cincinnati Bengals, the
Minnesota Vikings tackle the
Chargers in San Diego and the
Washington Redskins go the
Denver to meet the Broncos.
Sunday, the Los Angeles
Ran,s meet the New England
Patriots, the Houston Oilers
play host to the New York Jets
aiwi the Dallas Cowboys travel
to Seattle to take on the
Seahawks.
Tampa Bay has yet to beat
Miami in their four meetings
so far. Still, Miami has no
reason to take the Bucs
lightly.
-Tampa Bay's given us
some of the roughest games
we've had over the last few
years." Dolphins center Jim
Langer said.
Mianii edged Tau +pa Bay 28-
21 in 1976, the Bucs' first
season. In 1977., the Dolphins
needed an interception at the
Miami. 17 to preserve a 13-7
triui»ph.
Last year, the Dolphins
stopped a Buccaneer drive at
the Miami 2 with 1:49 left to
play to take home a 24-17
victory. And their one regular.
season meeting ended with
Niekro Wins 16th Game




The Houston Astrodome 
seemsto be tailor-made for
the Astros, but the way they're
going this year it realy doesn't
matter where they play —
especially when Joe Niekro is
pitching.
The major leagues' biggest
winner posted his 16th
triumph in a 2-1 victory over
the Atlanta Braves Friday
night, as the National League
West-leading Astros improved
their lead to 4'2 games over
Cincinnati, 3-2 losers to San
Diego. .
"We've certainly got the
kind of club that can win this
division," said Niekro, who
boasts a sparkling 16-6 record
with his latest victory.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
a Elsewhere in the . NL,
Philadelphia beat Pittsburgh
4-3 then lost in the second
game of the doubleheader 3-2;
St. Louis beat Chicago twice,
13-8 and 5-3; New York split
with Montreal, winning the
opener 7-1 and losing the
nightcap 6-5; San Diego
stopped Cincinnati 3-2 and Los
Angeles hInnked San Fran-
cisco 9-0.
Art Howe's two-run single in
--The- eighth inning PtriVided.-
Niekro with the winning
margin. The Astros had only
two singles off Atlanta starter
Eddie Solenton until they
chased him with three straight
hits at the start of the eighth.
Atlanta had taken a 1-0 lead
in the first when Jerry
Royster beat out an infield hit,
stole second, took third on a
fly ball by Gary Matthews,
then scored on Rowland
Office's single.
Phillies 4-2, Pirates 3-3
Bud Harrelson's single with
two out in the 12th inning
_drove in the winning run as
Philadelphia defeated Pitt-
sburgh in the rain-delayed
first game of their twi-night
doubleheader.
Bill Robinson tripled home
two fourth-inning runs and
Bruce Kison pitched a three-
hitter as the Pirates won the
second game.
Cardinals 13-5, Cubs 8-3 —
Jerry' Muniphrey smashed a
three-run, inside-the-park
homer, and Ted Simmons,
Garry Templeton and Ken
Reitz drove home two runs
each, leading St. Louis over
Chicago in the opener of their
doubleheader.
Keith Hernandez bit a tie-
breaking double and Bernie
Carbo followed with a home
run in the fifth inning to propel
the Cardinals past the Cubs in
the second game. •
Mets 7-5, Expos 1-6 — Joel
Youngblood and Doug Flynn
drove in two.runs each in New
York's six-tun first inning as
the Mets beat Montreal in the
first game of their
doubleheader.
Andre Dawson clubbed a
tworun homer, and Larry
Parrish added a solo shot to
help the Expos win the second
game.
Padres 3, Reds 2 — Paul
Dade drove in two runs with a
triple and Randy Jones tossed
a four-hitter as San Diego
edged Cincinnati. Dade's
triple keyed a three-run
Padres'sixth off rookie Frank
Pastore, who surrendered
seven hits through seven in-
nings
Dodgers 9, Giants 0 — Don
Sutton pitched a five-hitter for
his 50th major league shutout
and I.os Angeles hit four home
runs, including a grand slam
by Derrel Thomas.,to beat San
Francisco.
While Royals Still Alive,




The Kansas City Royals are
suddenly very much in the
running for a fourth con-
secutive trip to the American
League playoffs but the world
champion New York Yankees
appear on the verge ,,f
yielding their throne.
Although the Yankees have
a better record than the
Royals, they also are in a
tougher division. And that's
why third-place Kansas City
(59-55k trails the California
Angels by only five games in
the Al. West following Friday
night's 7-6, 7-3 sweep of the
Detroit Tigers. The _fourth-
place Yankees (61-531, who
have taken the Royals in the
last three Al. playoffs, are 15
games behind Baltimore in
the East after dropping a
tumultuous 8-6 decision to the
Orioles.
Kansas City's Hal McItaf,
whose leadoff home run in the
bottom of the ninth tied the
opener, had three hits in the
nightcap while Frank White
socked an inside-the-park
homer and scored three tines
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Elsewhere in the league,
Seattle outlasted California 8-6
in 14 innings, Boston edged
Milwaukee 5-4 and Minnesota
nipped Oakland 3-2 in 12 in-
nings after dropping the
opener 6-5 in 11. Toronto was
rained out at Chicago.
Indians 6, Rangers 1 —
Andre Thornton's two-run
double capped a three-run
fifth inning as the Indians
rolled to the victory behind the
clutch pitching of hen Barker,
who- scattered 11 hits.
-Cleveland took a 2-1 lead in the
fourth on RBI singles by Toby
Harrah and Ron Hassey and
sewed it up in the fifth.
Mariners 8, Angels 6 -
Bruce Bochte singled in the
14th inning to break a 5-5 tie
and Joe Simpson followed with
a decisive two-run single.
Julio Cruz led off the 14th with
a double. After Ruppert Jones
bunted for a hit, Bochte
singled to score Cruz and
chase reliever Dave LaRoche.
After an intentional walk to
Dan Meyer, Simpson singled
to score Jones and Bochte.
Red Sox 5, Brewers 4 —
League leader Fred Lynn
Okker Rolls In Legends
By the Associated Press
ROLLING MEADOWS, Ill
- Toni Okker defeated Owen
Davidson 6-7, 6-2, 6-2 to gain
the semifinals of the Tennis
Legends Championship..
Okker will face Cliff
Drysdale while Ken Rosewall
and Marty Riessen, who
defeated Fred Stolle 7-5, 6-1,
will meet in the other
semifinal.
DUBLIN, Ohio — Second.
seeded Brian • Gottfried
outlasted Vijay Amritraj of
India, 3-6, 6-4, 7-5 to gain the
semifinals of a $75,000 Grand
Prix tennis tournament.
Gottfried will meet the
Nastase„ who beat Torn
Gullikson 6-4, 6-2.
Bernie Mitton of South
Africa defeated Francisco
Gonzalez of Puerto Rico, 7-6,
7-6 while Eddie Dibbs ad-
vanced when Terry *Moor was
forced to default because of
tendinitis in his right foot.
cracked his 31st home run and
Tom Poquette belted his first
but it was a soft double to
short right field by Jim Rice
that drove in the winning run
in the seventh inning. Sixto
Lezcano hit his 18th homer
and Gorman Thomas added
No.29 for Milwaukee.
A's 6-2, Twins 5-3 — Ken
I andreaux' run-scoring single
with two out in the 12th inning
of the nightcap gave Min-
nesota its split. Oakland's
Mike Heath forced the first
game into extra innings with a
pinch single in the ninth and
then drove in the winning run
with a sacrifice fly in the 11th
off Mike Marshall.
Nlidtill on top 23-20 on Caro
Yeprennan's field goal with 55
seconds reniaining.
"I think Tampa's at the
stage we were at in the early.
'70s when we played
Baltimore in the preseason,"
Langer said. "It was like the
Super Bowl for us; it was our
chance to gain respect."
The Bailin iore-Cleveland
game will mark the return to a
Browns' uniform for veteran
defensive end Jack Gregory.
Cleveland re-obtained
Gregory from the New York
Giants two weeks ago.
"It's obvious Jack has a lot
of experience," Browns Coach
Sam Rutigliano said. "There's
no question that Gregory will
make us a much better
football team."
Washington will be o_ut . to
continue its mastery over
Denver. The Redskins have
won- all five- previous
meetings, including a 30-3
regular-season verdict in 1974,
the last time the two teams
met.
. Both Detroit and Buffalo
have new coaches in the
second year of rebuilding
programs:— And both are
relying on youth in some key
positions. Detroit owns a 5-4
edge over the Bills in
preseason clashes.
Rookie quarterback Jack
Thompson — the "Tkrowin'
Sonioan" — will make his
bionic debut when Cincinnati
plays host to Green Bay.
Bengals Coach Homer Rice
said Thompson will share
playing tune with veteran Ken
Anderson, as he did in Iasi
week's 40-28 victory over
Detroit.
A number of our young
players distinguished
themselves" in the exhibition
season opener, Rice said.
Another rookie, Russell
F:rxleben, will get a chance to
redeeni himself today. The
former University of Texas
star, the 11th player taken in
the NFL draft, missed two
close-in field goal attempts
and shanked a punt for just 19
yards in-his pro debut for New
Orleans last week.
"It's just a matter of going
out and kicking the ball and
getting the first one,"
E:rxleben said. "I'm hoping I




By the Associated Press
JERICHO, N.Y. — Rookie
Beth Daniel fired a 2-under-
par 71 to take the lead at the
halfway mark of the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
$100,000 WUI Classic at the
Meadow Brook Club.
Gene Stone isn't just
another futures broker.
He's a Kentucky farmer.
(retie Stone knotNs more than commodity tutures. tiv
also knows farming. And he should. He's been at it in
western Kentucky for more than 30 years.
So•whether it's grain merchandising or trading corn•
modity futures for hedging or speculation. Gene knows
investment from your side of the fence. He also knows
you want up-to-the-minute information, and you want it
fast and accurate.
But there's something else you should know about
Gene. Fie represents more than 100 years' experience in
security and commodity trading.
Gene Stone and B.C. Christopher. Teaming up for
futures. Your futures. Call us at 247-1661. Or fill out
the coupon below.
Yes, rd like to know more about what you can offer me in futures
trading. Please send me information on the following (check box),
O Livestock 0 Soybeans/grains 0 Saver/gold/metals




313N. Ninth St., Mayfield, Ky. (502) 247-1111
Member Chicago Board of T radle
New York Stock lichened,
and other principal stock and commodity exchanges.
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FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 12, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
Joyful activity in connection
with romance and creative
projects indicated. Enjoy this
happy day, but protect health
from self-indulgence.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20)
Behind the scene projects,
especially in connection with
domestic affairs, brings




( May 21 to June 20)
Gadding about with friends
and loved ones leads to happy
times. Be considerate of
others at home not in a party
mood.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22
Career projects begun now
have a favorable outcome. Be
on the lookout for opportunity.
Avoid premature disclosure of
plans.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
Affairs in connection with a
distance prosper. Uplifting
times should be • encouraged




Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) IT
Do important ground*ork
re business-projects. Don't let
self-doubt creep in. Believe in
luck, and let it happen to you!
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 ) —
A good time to ask favors of
friends. Expand your circle of
acquaintances. Partnership
banner
longer. A good Say for travel,
romance, and leisure time
activity.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Quality goods at bargain
prices possible. Domestic and
business affairs on the up-
swing. Don't let news from a
distance get you down.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)




find- much to share on this
convivial day.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Capitalize on important
opportunities for work
progress and financial gain.
Trust intuition re creative
projects. Expand horizons.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural flair for the written
and spoken word. Strongly
artistic, with a sense of the
dramatic, you're drawn to the
theater. Your abilities to
organize, promote, advertise,
and sell serve you well in both
business and the arts. Writing,
acting, • design, law and
publishing are some of the
fields in which you'd find
happiness. Idealistic, your
best success comes when you












... is a good time to do hot,
muggy work—canning, washing,
drying, baking. It'll be easier on
you, and it'll ease some of the
workload on your air conditioner.
CIPAZ





( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Get right to work on an
important career project for
your best success. Co-workers
and superiors are helpful.
Monetary rewards due.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ei1/410'
Your only regret now may
be that the party doesn't last To Finance Company
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
ROSEMONT, Ill. (AP) -
Federal inspections may get
tougher and guidelines for
airlines more clearly spelled
out as a result of in-
vestigations into the nation's






Safety Board hearing Friday
the FAA process of approving
new aircraft designs must be
re-evaluated. He said the use
of engineers employed by the
manufacturer to act as FAA
agents in certifying design
Financing Subsidiary
Of Chrysler Makes Visit
DETROIT AP) -While six
of the nation's governors were
urging President Carter to
help the financially ailing
Chrysler Corp., the
autornaker's own financing
subsidiary was doing what a
lot of people do when their
credit has gone sour - visiting
a finance company.
Chrysler Financial Corp.
said Friday it had agreed to
sell to Household Finance
Corp. its right to collect
payments from car buyers.
The $500 million sale will help
Chrysler Financial repay
persons who have bought its
unsecured IOUs when those
loans come due.
Household Finance will give
Chrysler Financial $300
million on Aug. 21 and, if long-
term lenders approve, another
$200 million in September. The
agreement provides for





makes consumer loans and
other loans.
Also Friday, six governors
sent a telegram to the
president suggesting the
federal government help
Chrysler through a com-
bination of tax credits, loan
guarantees or revisions of
federal standards.
The message was sent by





and James Rhodes, Ohio.
The governors said federal
regulations must shoulder
some blame for the financial
woes of the nation's troubled
No. 3 car manufacturer.
"We are opposed to a
federal takeover of Chrysler
and a total federal bail-out of
all of Chrysler's immediate
financial needs," the telegram
read. "Chrysler is a good
citizen in our states, an im-
portant provider of jobs and a
vital component of America's
economic and industrial
strength."
Each of the governors was
from a state with at least one
Chrysler plant.
Chrysler officials asked the
federal government for $1
billion in loan guarantees
after announcing last week
that second-quarter 1979 sales
led to a record $207 million
loss. The company has lost
$466 million in the past 18
months.
The losses have caused the
_company to lay off 19,200 of its
101,000 U.S. production
workers, and a Chrysler
spokesman said earlier this
week that a "handful" of
management-level employees
were also being laid off. The
company employs 131,000
persons in the United States.
Chrysler also proposed a
wage freeze for its employees.
But United Auto Workers
delegates from 184 Chrysler
U.S. and Canadian locals
Thursday rejected it.
As Chrysler's financial
troubles have worsened, so
have those of the company's
subsidiary companies.
Chrysler Financial's credit
rating was downgraded two
weeks ago, from a respectable
AA to a B, by the two major
rating services because the
parent company's financial
condition is so shaky.
The. B rating implies an
element of speculation in the
notes and prevents many
regulated financial in-
stitutions from buying then],
making it harder for Chrysler




SAN ANTONIO, Texas -
Airman Roberta A. Soden
whose husband, Gary, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Soden of 713 College Court,
Murray. has been assigned to
Keesler Air Force Base,
Miss„ after completing Air
Force basic training.
During the six weeks at
I,ackland Air Force Base,
here, the airman studied the
Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits towards an associate
degree in applied science
through the Community
College of the Air Force.
The airmariwill now receive
specialized instruction in the
administration field.
Airman Soden is a 1976
graduate of New Smyrna
Beach Senior High School,
New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
-e1) 
HEALTH
plans also must be reassessed
NEW YORK (AP) - A
mysterious letter that claimed
Italian financier Michele
Sindona was kidnapped has
been followed by a anonymous
telephone caller who said he
would be executed at dawn
today.
The New York office of the
Italian news agency ANSA
reported receiving a call
Friday from a man who said
in accented Italian, -Here is
proletarian justice. Michele
Sindona will be shot tomorrow
at dawn." Sindona disap-
peared in Manhattan Aug. 2 as
he awaited trial Sept. 10 on 99
counts of fraud in the 1974
collapse of the Franklin
National Bank, the biggest





the weekend at Camp David
after approving a new
realignment of his White
House staff, is likely to be
presenting more changes in
his staff next week.
The latest shake-up, an-
nounced Friday by White
House chief of staff Hamilton
Jordan, left Jordan clearly in
charge of the White House
operation, planning more
changes, and appearing op-





Ireland ( AP) - Northern
Ireland braced for renewed
violence today as it marked
the completion of 10 years of
sectarian warfare that has
taken at least 1,934 lives. •
Masked Roman Catholic
youths stoned British troops
for the second straight day
Friday in Londonderry and
worse violence was feared
there today when Protestants
stage their annual Apprentice
Boys March.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
( AP) - The revolutionary
government has seized most
of the properties owned or
controlled by ousted President
Anastasio Somoza and says
their value, still being com-
puted, could total $500 million.
Fernando Guzman, director
of the national trust office,
told reporters Friday the new
government's auditors were
still trying to unravel the





FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 13, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Romance is exciting, but





iApr. 20 to May 201 6167
Decisions may be faulty re
domestic matters, but still you
can get much accomplished
about the house. Plans of close
allies subject to change.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be somewhat
nervous about a romantic
situation and could have
difficulty concentrating at
work. Express feelings for
success.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22
A nice bargain could put you
in an extravagant mood.
Unexpected expenses in
connection with en-




(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412 --'
Unconventional behavior on
your part could upset
relatives. The power to con-
vince is yours. Home likely to
be upset in some way.
Inherited Rh factor
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
granddaughter gave birth to
a lovely, cuddly, alert, fat
baby boy. She has learned
that she is Rh negative. So is
her husband. I read where
the first birth is not affected
but later children will be.
Can you please explain to
me about the Rh and how to
prevent a problem with it if
possible? What has been
done about this problem and
is it serious and how does it
develop in the mother and
father?
[know my granddaughter
will eventually want another
child or two and I hope she
doesn't have any problems.
DEAR READER - You
can rest easy if you're cor-
rect in saying that your
granddaughter's husband is
also Rh negative. That
means she will never have a
problem with having an Rh
. positive baby.
The Rh factor is inherited.
If both parents are Rh posi-
tive, all of the babies will be
Rh positive. If both parents
are Rh negative, all of the
babies will be Rh negative.
If either parent is Rh posi-
tive, the law of chance
means that some of the
babies should be Rh nega-
tive and some should be Rh
positive.
This doesn't pose a prob-
lem if the mother is Rh
positive. The only difficulty
occurs if the mother is Rh
negatio and has an Rh
positive baby.
Being Ith negative means
a total absence of the Rh
factor. Such a mother can
develop a form of allergic
reaction to the Rh pdsitive
factor. She won't develop
this reaction unless she's
exposed to it. She gets the
exposure from the Rh posi-
tive blood cells that are
developing in her Rh posi-
tive baby.
The allergic-like or im-
mune reaction is increasedwith each pregnancy involv-
ing an Rh positive baby.
That's why you've heard
that successive births cause
more problems.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 6-4.
Blood Type, Rh Factor And
Transfusions. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents in check or coin with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551. Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. Consid-
ering your interest in medi-
cine and the fact that you
wanted to be a doctor. I'm
sure you'll be interested in
the information about the
different blood types and
further information about
the Rh factor.
You asked about what's
being done. In recent years
it's been learned that you
can give the Rh negative
mother an Rh immune glob-
ulin immediately after deliv-
ery and this helps to protect
her. Basically, it neutralizes
the effects of the R11 positive
factor from' her baby and
helps prevent her from de-
veloping an immune reac-
tion. This should also be
given to mothers if they
happen to have an abortion.
Of course, if you know for
certain that the babNois Rh
negative, it wouldn't be nec-
essary. It might be
worthwhile to add that an Rh
negative woman should
never receive transfusions
with Rh positive blood be-
cause it helps to sensitize
her to the Rh factor and can
cause her trouble with a
future pregnancy if she has
an Rh positive baby.
Again I'd like to say to you
that if you're correct in what
you've told me and your
granddaughter and her hus-
band are Rh negative, they
will not have any Rh positive
babies.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) n1P%
You may be uncertain about
a distant matter. Out of the
way spots provide bargains.
Feelings are sensitive, desires
are erratic.
LIBRA 
.11r1( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Social life is stimulating but
it could go to your head. An
experimental mood keeps you
Long Term Debtfrom pinning yourself down.
Revenue bonds payableWatch finances.
In/ Mortgage note payable ( due(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) equal monthly paymentsDoubts about a business $1,227.33 at 8% per annum)decision will be eliminated Total Long Term Debtthrough a private meeting. Current LiabilitesStill, at the last minute •
someone could get cold feet.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) KW
Travelers are subject to the
unexpected. The search for
romance may be more ex-
citing than the result. Don't
neglect duties.
CAPRICORN




could let you down. Not a
dealings with superiors. A
friend you have counted on
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Mixing business with
pleasure leads to unexpected
reactions. A social occassion




( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Despite a fine beginning, it
may be hard for you to
complete tasks due to a
distraction. Don't let ner-
vousness affect health ad-
versely.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical and
sometimes have difficulty
reconciling these qualities. It
is Important that you like your
work for you to succeed. You
can be very successful in the
world of publishing, books,
editing, and teaching.
Dramatic, you're often at-
tracted to the theater and may
find success as an actor,
playwright, critic, or director.
Music and interior decorating
may also appeal to you. Often
you are found in businesses
allied with the arts. Birthdate
of: Alfred Hitchcock, film
director; Fidel Castro, Cuban







Stores, Warehouses, Manufacturing Plants,
Shops, Farm Buildings, Airplane Hangers or
whatever your need may be. The Most Ver-
satile Building ever developed, not a nut,
screw, bolt or fastener 'm the roof system.
Call 502-474-2718
For Free Estimate
7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304A Rt. 3
Murray, Ky.
Legal Notice




We have examined the balance sheet of the Murray.Natural Gas System (municipally owned), Murray, Ken-tucky at April 30, 1979 and the related statements of incomeand expense, retained earnings and change in financial posi-
tion for the fiscal year then ended. Our examination was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan-dards, and accordingly included such tests of the accountingrecords and such other auditing procedures as we considerednecessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statementspresent fairly the financial position of the Murray NaturalGas System (municipally owned) at April 30, 1979, and theresults of its operations and change in financial position forthe fiscal year then ended, in conformity with generally ac-cepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistentwith that of the preceding year.
Richardson, Trevathan 81 Howe
Certified Public AccountantsMURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ASSETS
Property, Plant and Equipment
Gas plant in service $1,737,714.91
Buildings 125,358.87
Land and land rights 49,474.76
1,912,548.54
Less: Allowance for depreciation 716,755.52
Total Property, Plant and Equipment
Special Funds
Bond Interest & Redemption Fund-cash 4.54
Bond Interest & Redemption Fund-
inv,gstments 22,000.00
Bond Interest & Redemption Reserve
Fund - investment
Meter Deposit Fund- cash
Meter Deposit Fund-investment
Total Special Funds
Cash for General Use
Accounts Receivable-Customers













TOTAL ASSETS  
BALANCE SHEET
MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
APRIL 30, 1979







Sales tax payable 5,960.87
County utility tax payable 4,653.13
Payroll taxes withheld from employee
compensation 3,054.91
Employee retirement withheld 429.86
Employee insurance withheld 3.30











MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY














Total Operating Revenue $1,511,329.52
Operating Revenue Deductions
Gas purchased 992:881.88
System operation & maintenance 24,066.91
Transportation expense 12,287.38
Salaries-accounting & collecting 17,764.41
Salaries-general office 45,583.64
Salaries-other 94,659.60
Social securith exp. 8,829.02
Employee retirement expense 6,080.69
Insurance-general 12,582.25
Insurance-injuries Se damages 25,049.98
Provision for deprec. 56,302.74
Utilities 7,057.95
General office Se misc. exp. 15,759.19
Gen. office & misc. exp. 15,759.19
r;rigineering and consulting fees 2,084.00
Uncollectible accounts 1,457.11Special services and auditing 1,§60.60
Laundry, cleaning and supplies 2,365.91
Total Operating Revenue Deductions
Net Operating Income
Other Income
Interest income-on investments 30,790.02
1,326,773:26
184,556.26
Grills, Lights and miscellaneous 759.14Gain on sale of assets 10,630.42Total Other Income
42,179.58
Net Operating and Other Income 226,735.84Other Deductions
Interest on Revenue bonds 15,580.00Interest on mortgage note 3,488.26Interest on customer deposits 901.11
Total Other Deductions _ 19969.37
NET INCOME ______ 206 766.47
Attendance Decreases
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Attendance and total receipts
at the 1979 Lions Blue Grass
Fair was down sharply from
both ,last year's figures and
this year's expectations.
Executive Director Marc
Sloan said Wednesday the fair
drew 67,181 people July 20-28,
a 25 percent drop from last
year. He blamed the lower
turnout on rain that fell each
day of the fair








Who Says fish Don't
Rik In August?
People get the strangest
notions about fish. Like, when
summer conies, fish quit
biting. They go out in deep
water and suspend themselves
and can't be caught again in
any number till fall brings on
cooler temperatures.
Let's set the record straight.
Fish DO NOT quit biting when
summer arrives. They' DO
change their habits, and the
smart angler will make ad-
justments and go right on
finding action and excitement
— even when water tem-
perature hits in the mid-to
high-80's.
At least thai s what I was
saying to Dick Sanders, who is
the manager of the South
Central Bell office in
Paducah. Dick has just moved
into the west Kentucky. area
from Louisville, and he called
to pickup a few hints on where
and how to fish.
-I'll meet you at Moors
Marina Tuesday afternoon," I
said. "It'll be easier for me to
show you than tell you." Dick
agreed to the plan, and we
decided to troll for sauger
Since the fish is fairly easyto
catch in the summer and
offers top quality on the table.
I hadn't been sauger fishing
in a couple of weeks, so I
called around to find out if the
fish had been biting. I got two
reports in the affirmative, and
I was confident that we could
at least catch a couple in the
tort time we'd be on the
water.
Dick was waiting with his
new boat at 4 p.m., and we
headed out onto Kentucky
Lake for the lesson. The water
Was rough from a brisk wind.
I sounded like a weekly
fishing report. "Sauger have
been biting along the dropoffs
in the main lake. I'll show you
how to locate good spots on the
maps, and then we'll see if we
can dredge up enough for
supper."
Dick had a set of lake
contour 'maps, and we got
down to identifying good spots
for sauger. "See these places
where you have a shallow bar
running next to the main lake
channel?" I was pointing to an
underwater ledge with a sharp
dropoff which ran on the west
side of the old Tennessee
River channel and parallel to
it alinost the length of the
lake. "Anywhere along here is
potential sauger territory. So
are any of these submerged
banks along the secondary
channel on the west side of the
lake. Best places to troll are
on ledges no deeper than ten
feet on top preferably 6-9
feet) that fall sharply off to
deep water. We'll find a spot
like this and troll back and
forth on runs of 200-300 yar-
ds."
We got our gear ready. We
were both using conventional
casting gear with 15 lb.
monofilament. I cautioned
Dick to loosen his drag so his
line would give rather than
snap if he hung a snag.
An integral part of trolling is
choosing a bait that will run
deep and true. As Dick was to
learn, the bait must be digging
along bottom and through
stumps before a sauger will
hit. My favorite trolling bait is
called a Wiggle Wart, and I
like one with a red stomach.
Other good trolling baits in-
clude Bomber Model A's.
Bomber ( 400 series ) and Deep
Whit's. Most all of these baits
can be found in local tackle
stores.
We motored out into the
lake, used Dick's depth finder
to locate a likely dropoff and
dropped floating markers 200
yars apart on the ledge as
trolling guides. Then we got
down to serious business.
I ran Dick's boat, demon-
strating how to hug the edge of
the drop. We let out our baits
( approximately 40 yars back,
and I kept an eye on the depth
finder dial as we idled down
the ledge. It read eight feet.
and I'd edge toward deep
water. When the finder in-
dicated we were over the lip of
the drop. I'd ease back to the
shallow side. This process was
repeated down the entire
bank.
A couple of passes produced
no hits, and we decided to
move. Sauger are school fish,
and it might take exploration
of several spots before any
concentrations can be found.
This second spot produced
only ohe small sauger, so we
moved again. The third ledge
turned up a good fish on Dick's
line, a surprise catch since he
hadn't felt the bite or been
able to differentiate the
pressure of the fish from the
normal pull of the plug
through the water.
We talked about the feel of
the bait. Dick first started
with a plug which wasn't going
to the bottom, and he couldn't
feel any lure action. But when
we switched baits and he got
one which started bouncing off
the mud, he had no trouble
distinguishing when he was on
bottom and when he wasn't. "I
can feel the lure's vibration in
my rod and line, and I can tell
when it pulls past an ob-
struction," he said. But I
didn't know when I had a fish
on."
"When a sauger strikes, it'll
feel like you're pulling your
bait over a stump. There's
sudden pressure, but the bait
( and fish give. The difference
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Dick Sanders beams over this sauger, one of four taken
by trolling along a shallow ledge in Kentucky Lake.
Anglers armed with the proper knowledge can forget
about "dog days" and catch fish right through summer's
heat.
vibration in your lure. It
doesn't feel like it's running at
all, yet there's still pressure.
"Watch your rod tip," I
instructed. "When the bait's
running properly, the tip will
vibrate. When you're
dragging a fish, the tip will be
bent, but you won't get the
vibration."
Our fishing wasn't fast, but
it was good enough to catch
enough sauger for a good
meal. When Dick went home
he had four fish large enough
to fillet.
White bass action
Besides sauger, white bass
(stripes ) can offer good mid-
summer action, and real pros
on white bass are S.M.,
Barbara and "Spurg"
Gabhart from Henderson
County. The Gabharts fish
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
several times a year and they
are perennail wimiers in the
annual Fall Fishing Derby.
Last year Barbara was the
overall winner in the white
bass category with a 3 pound
fish.
The Gabharts were down
this past week, and they took
good catches of white bass
each morning. I contacted
them for a report, and this is
how to get in on the action.
"We're fishing off the bank
in the canal area," S. M. said.
We're parking in the
recreation are parking lot
north side of the water) and
walking along the bank out
toward the Kentucky Lake
side of the canal." He said
they are trying a 1-ounce
sinker onto their lines, adding
18 inches of leader and then
attaching white spoons. These
rigs are tossed out away Iron
the bank and worked back up
the bottom rThe sinker bump
on the bottom, and the spoo:
flutters in the current behind
Gabhart added one in
portant note. The early rises
are getting the action. The fib'
start hitting ( some in jumps
at doawn, and action is usually
over by 7 a.m.
Camp Stove Balky?
Check filler caps and pump
cups on camp stoves and
lanterns. The pump should be
oiled because this frequently
dries out over the winter
Replace the gasket on the
filler cap from time to time.
It's there for a reason, and
frequently becomes formed
from being left in one position
Replacement, which costs
only pennies, can insure ef-
ficient operation of these
camp accessories. If you have
a problem you can't solve this
easily, call the toll-free
number of The Coleman
Company, Inc., Wichita
Kansas, for the name of your
nearest authorized service
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CHECK COMPLETE REGULATIONS BEFORE HUNTING
Seasons and limits differ on certain
wldt,fe management areas













1 raccoon per hunne,
no more than•3 per
party of 3 or more
hunters while hunting
Same limits as may
be taken by other
methods
15 30
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
592 East Main Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
(5021 564 4336
Fishing Report Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
While the overall fishing
picture in Kentucky remains
i2enerally slow to fair, several
!ales have shown marked
improvement. The rundown:
Green—Crappie good over
deep cover, black bass fair
early and late on surface lures
off points and banks, bluegill
fair off rocky points, clear,
stable at pool and 85.
Herrington—Black bass
good at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off rocky
banks, white bass good early
mornings on plunker and fly
combination in jumps, clear,
falling, 18 feet below pool and
84.
Laurel—Trout fair to good
drifting nightcrawlers off
deep banks at night, bluegill
fair in shllows. clear, stable,
one foot below pool and 83.
Cumberland—Crappie fair
to good but small on lower
lake drifting minnows and
slow on upper lake over deep
cover in deep coves, black
bass fair on lower lake early
and late still fishing small
crawfish off points, walleye
slow on upper lake trolling
deep runners off deep banks,
in tailwaters trout good with
some limits, clear, falling
slowly, three feet below
timberline and 88. -
Barkley—Bluegill fair in
inlets and bays, white bass
fair on do jigs in jumps, in
tailwaters catfish, crappie
and white bass fair, clear,
stable, one foot below pool and
85.
3 Kentucky —Sauger slow
trolling deep runners and
drifting minnows over ridges,
white bass slow on spinners in
jumps, in tailwaters catfish
slow to fair, sauger slow, clear
to murky, stable, one foot
below pool and 85.
Buckhorn—Bluegill fair in
inlets and bays and off brushy -
banks, black bass slow and
Improving at night on ar-
tificial nightcrawlers off
banks and shallow points, in
tailwaters, trout slow, clear to
murky, stable at pool and 85.
Barren—White bass fair on
upper lake on spinners and
spoons in jumps and by
trolling deep runners with
spinner trailers over flats and
slow on the lower lake trolling
over flats early and late and
still fishing minnows early
and late and at night off steep
banks, black bass slow at
night on lower lake on spinner
baits and artificial night-
crawlers off points, clear to
murky, stable at pool and 85.
Nolin—White bass fair
trolling deep runners with
-spinner trailers over flats,
black bass slow at night on
artificial nightcrawlers off
points, clear, stable at pool
and 85.
Dewey—Crappie fair over
submerged cover and around
stickups, murky to muddy,
4
'1
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
f, Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
2 Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
2 Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
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stable at pool and 83.
Dale Hollow—White bass
slow early and late on plunker
and fly in juinps, walleye slow
trolling deep runners over
weedbeds and mud flats,
clear, falling, one foot above
pool and 83.
Grayson—Bluegill slow in
inlets and bays, crappie sloss
over submerged cover, in
tailwaters trout fair, clear to
murky, stable at pool and 87.
Rough River—Bluegill slow
around stickups, crappie slow
drifting minnows over
stumpbeds, clear to murky,
falling, 2.5 feet above pool and
85.
Cave Run—Musky slow
casting buzz baits in timbered
coves and trolling deep run-
ners over main channel




The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club of Murray and Calloway
County will hold its monthly
campout at the Kenlake State
Park on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, Aug. 17, 18, and
19, with J. B. and Jo Burkeen
as wagonmasters and A. A.
Doherty as assistant
wagonmaster.
A potluck supper will be
served on Saturday at 6 p.m.
at the Burkeen campsite. All o
members are urged to attend,
according to -Rudy Howard,
club president.
The July campout was held
July 20, 21, and 22 at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park with
T. G. and Estelle Shelton as
wagonmasters and Andy and
Linda Rogers as assistants.
An ice cream supper was held
at the Shelton campsite on
Saturday evening.
Club presilent Howard
presided. New members voted
in were Harry and Betty
Cartwright. Howard reported
on the meeting held at
Brandon Springs concerning
the Campers Fair at Piney
Campground in the Land
Between the Lakes Sept. 15
and 16. The Murray club will
assist at the hospitality booth
on Saturday, Sept. 15, from 1
to 3 p.m.
Those present were Rudolph
and Opal Howard, Hunter and
Winnie Love, Ashley Thur-
man, B. C. and Orpha Grogan,
Andy, Linda, Greg, and Lori
Rogers, Bill and Norette Hill,
T. G. and-Estelle Shelton, J. B.....
and Jo Burkeen, Jimmy,
Sherrie, and Ginger Graham,
Lloyd and Fay Jacks, Dock -
and Larue Wallace, C. W. and
Dortba Jones, and Harry and
Betty Cartwright. Guests
present included Mr. and Mrs.




Don't forget the turkey
shoot at the old city park
Saturday August 11. There
will be a refreshment stand
available. Everyone is invited
to attend and join in
Club Tournamenis
The Murray Bass Club has
changed their tournament out
of I.ittle River on Barkley
Lake from Saturday. August




















Fifteen members of the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society attended the Waverly,Tenn. archery shoot recently with Paul MyhiU, left, Murray, taking first place in class A.
Bud Raspberry, Hazel, took first place in class B division.
Bud Raspberry, Hazel, a member of the jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society, won $100 at the Three Rivers Hard
Times Shoot in Mayfield. Bud invites anyone interested in
joining the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society to come to




Open 7 Days A Week
8a. m. - 10:00 p. m.







Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equip.
Hunting &Fishing Licenses
UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
Custom Stock Work,
Rifintshtrig-,. — -- —
Bluing,
Scope & Sight-Installation
4 7 Miles foss of Murray 441/
On Hwy. 280 (Pottertown Rd.
436 2505
_ Information On Tennessee Hunting A fishing
Attention Dove Hunters
The first of Tennessee's
three part dove season is
scheduled to open at noon on
Saturday, September 1. Bag
limit will be 12 doves per
hunter.
In recent years there has
been a considerable amount
said about dove hunting in
Tpnnes.pp, and the Tenriecpe
Wildlife Resources Agency
would like to offer the
following comments for the
benefit of dove hunters: First,
there are some 95,000 dove
hunters in Tennessee. Those
hunters made 467,000 dove
hunting trips last year and
they harvested 2,149,000
doves. Despite all ,the
publicity, the real facts are
that less than Lt percent of all
Tennessee dove hunters (well
under 500) were arrested for




As these hot muggy days
continue, the water tem-
perature in Kentucky and
Barkley lakes remains in the
high 80's. This forces most
gamefish to the deeper and
cooler waters until late
evening when the sun begins
to settle in the Western sky.
Then you will notice an in-
crease in feeding activity
right on the edges of a drop off
or shoreline.
We have had several good
hatches of mayflies. on Ky.
lake this past week.
One should take advantage
of the use of these mayflies by
filling plastic containers with
them and freezing them for
later days when they are
scarce. Many people prefer to
use mayflies for catching
white bass below the bridges
on Ky. lake.
A local report showed
sauger to be the number one
fish still being sought by
tourists and residents alike.
Black Bass came in second
but will take the lead when fall
arrives.
I ran across a rather unique
story in the striper magazine I
think you might like. It is
about Vince Scotty, a legend
from New Jersey to Rhode
Island, with unclaimed fame
for his feats.
The story dates back to 1937,
where Scotty had obtained
some rubber tubing from a
hospital attendant in Bellview,
to assist in his home winery.
During a process of wine
production, he noticed the
changing coloration within the
tubing as the liquid flowed
from one jug to another. Even
though washed several times,
the rubber tubes inside walls
remained stained in a redish
hue.
Since the miniature flexible
hose was also slightly in a
coiled position it gave Scotty
the idea of employing it as a
striper lure, resembling a sea
swimming tape worm that
striped bass feed upon in
spring and fall. His first at-
tempt was an evenly cut
section of tubing about 15
inches, with two hooks tandem
tied inside by a length of linen
line, one hook near the front,
the other protruding out the
rear. The unorthodox ar-
tificial just did not have the
pizzazz he sought. So, several
other sections were cut in
various dimensions with angle
tail slices.
This application lead to an
gressompseemepeixtlezeitter
unbelievable catch of stripers
in one days trolling. The
rubber tubes really began to
produce the next season and
Scotty kept his secret well
hidden for ten years.
The secret was then kept by
the second stripe fisherman
until 1957, twenty years after
the first trial. After it came
into the public's view he still
would not brag about it. Vince
Scotty's, personal log showed
one autumn days trolling, by
himself, he landed six striped
bass in the fifty pound class,
two high sixty pounders and
several others from thirty to
forty pounds. Here was an
angler who cared nothing of
notoriety, saying "the bigger
fish only make it easier to
support my family and pay
my doctor bills." In all ac-
tuality it meant more to him
that the lure worked, rather
than the size bass it caught. 50
pound stripers are few and far
between for anglers who fish
once a week. These big fish
have a pattern that must be
determined. It is Oheer luck or
chance that one takes hold of a
novice angler's offering. The
odds are about' one in one




According to TENNESSEE WILDUFE Magazine, fields
which have been disced just prior to opening day of
dove season should be checked out thoroughly as
discing is sometimes used to cover evidences of
baiting. Make a point to know the owner of the land
you plan to hunt and if you're still not sure contact
your local Wildlife Officer.
last year.
Second, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service relaxed dove
baiting regulations several
years ago and it is absolutely
unnecessary to illegally bait a
field in order to have good
dove concentrations.
Third, here are a few
guidelines which hunters can
follow which will help them
assess the condition of a dove
field. Most dove shoots are
held on 11) harvested fields
(silage, picked corn, har-
vested millet and or wheat),
(2) fields where grain has
been grown and manipulated
for • the express purpose of
attracting dove or (3) fields
where small grain, especially
wheat, has recently been
planted. Enforcement records
reveal virtually no problem
associated with the first two
circumstances. In almost
every instance for the last few
. years baiting has been done
under the guise of "normal
fall planting." So hunters
should be particularly
cautious if they plan to hunt
recently planted dove fields.
The key to the situation is to
plan in advance add to know
the person who planted the
field and his reputation as
regards compliance with
wildlife laws. Visit the field
you plan to hunt a week in
advance, note the condition of
the field, and see how many
birds are using it. If it's a
freshly planted wheat field,
make sure the wheat is evenly
distributed, look for salt,
cracked corn, peas, milo, and
other foreign substances
which are not normally found
in a wheat field. If there is no
grain showing a lot of doves
are using the area, beware. On
the day of the hunt note if the
field has been freshly disced.
Fields that have been disced
and sown more than once are
baited.
It all boils down to the fact
that it is legal to hunt over a
field that has been picked or
harvested as a part of a
normal agricultural
operation. It is also legal to
hunt over a normal planting of
wheat, but it is illegal to hunt
over a wheat field which has
stacked-up wheat, salt, corn,
milo or other foreign additives
or which has been sown more
than once. And above all know
your host! If you have
questions, please contact your
nearest TWRA represen-
tative.
TRIES WHIC A SI NOUS
..$1111138
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
,,n(t
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing Sires 1 4 W.B. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
410 N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779




Wildlife Refuge will soon
commence its 1979 hunting
season announces J. C.
Bryant, Refuge Manager.
A refuge permit, required
during previous seasons,
WILL NOT be issued or
required during the 1979
hunting season. Deer har-
vested during the archery
season must be checked at a
State designated check
station. The deer will also
count against the State bag
limit. In previous years,
refuge ideer were counted as
bonus deer.
The 1979 hunting seasons
will be held in accordance
with all applicable State and
Federal regulations and
subject to the following
special conditions:
1. Public 'hunting on the
Hatchie National Wildlife
Refuge is permitted on the
entire 11,555 acres within the
Refuge.
2. The operation of all
motorized vehicles is
prohibited in fields and woods
and over roads and trails
marked "closed." Vehicles
may not be parked so as to
block any road or thorough-
fare.
3. Camping on the refuge is
prohibited.
4. Dogs are prohibited ex-
cept when used during the
refuge raccoon hunt. Dogs
must wear a collar .showing
the owner's name, address
and phone number.
5. Hunters under the age of
18 must be under the close
supervision of an adult.
Squirrel Season - August 25 -
September 23, 1979. Hunting
Hours One (1) hour before
sunrise to 30 minutes past
sunset.
Raccoon Season - October 12
- November 11, 1979. Hunting
Hours - Sunset to midnight. No
axes, saws, or other cutting
implements will be permitted.
Archery Deer Season -
September 30 - October 14,
1979. Hunting Hours One (1)
hour before sunrise to 30
minutes past sunset. Bag
Limit - Two (2) deer of either
sex for the season.
Permanent type tree stands
are prohibited. Nails, spikes,
or other items that per-
manently damage trees may










Several weeks ago the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency mailed out over .36,000
survey forms to license buyers
all over the state. Since that
time a second mailing -has
been completed and the third
and last mailing is scheduled
for Friday, August 17th.
Survey results will be one of
the parameters used by
TWRA in allocating monies
for the 1980-81 budget which
will go into effect July 1,1980.
Cliff Whitehead, planner in
charge of the survey, revealed
that only half of those who
received the mailings so far
have responded. He stated
"filling out the questionaire is
like filling out a ballot during
an election. It is very im-
portant that we get more
responses than we have
gotten." Whitehead said duck
hunters, raccoon hunters, and
AMMER OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat I' Motor 1





response rates. We hope deer
hunters, crappie anglers and
dove hunters will respond
better to our third and last
mailing, he said. Whitehead
indicated that although West
Tennessee led all areas in the
response rate so far, that
Memphis sportsmen had one




As Of Aug. 9, 1979
Hot and humid weather
continues to slow the fisher-
men but the fish are doing
fairly well. Crappie, catfish,
and white bass are the best
bets.
Reelfoot Lake: 'Crappie
good -sizes and catches ex-
ceptionally good for August.
Minnows on 6 ft. stumps best
Bluegill, largemouth bass and
yellow bass poor.
Kentucky Lake Pickwick
Tailrace - exceptionally good.
white bass fishing behind the
boils using white jigs and
white spinners. Best catches
daylight to 9 a.m.
Catfish - a few larger cats
are now showing up. Largest
catch of the week was a 35 lb.
blue cat. Cut shad best bait.
Camden - Paris landing
Area of Kentucky Lake - The
water has risen about 1 "2 ft. in
the last week.
Crappie: fair to good on
cover in 15 to 18 ft. depths
Whitebass: jumps are being
spotted on calm days
Catfish: good in main-
stream on cut bait
Largemouth Bass: fair on
plastic worms on cover
containing minnows.
Every year a few unscrupulous individuals see fit to il-
legally bait fields for dove rather than use accepted
legal practices involving normal agricultural opera-
tions. Dove hunters should make every effort to be
sure that the field they intend to hunt has not been
baited. Here Wildlife Officer Tommy Stanfill inspects
an obvious bait site but some violations are not so
flagrant.
Photo by Ken Dykes
SUNDAY DRIVER
A good boat driver always keeps his mind and eyes where- they
belong. He avoids swimming, fishing and mooring areas, and stays
well'clear of skin diving and other underwater operations. The
Merc outboard test drivers also suggest that the boat operator
always sits securely in the driver's seat. Also, passengers should not
be allowed to stand or sit on the bow, gunwales or other areas of the
boat. from which they might be hurled cnerboarct while underwa






' We Spec,olsze In Kentucky Lake Catfish
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
...



































State PoT 1 -800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Coiicerns Committee
Readers are urged to clip









requested to check the
irs' 'sertonot ods for
Cerec tons Ti-i S
'resspaper i! be
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ERROR SHOULD BE
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3. Card of Thonks
4. In Memory






13. For Sole or Trade
II. Want To Buy












21. Mobile Home Soles
2$. Mob Home Rents
20. Heating-Cooing
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rer'tI
33. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sole
43. Farms For Sole






52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
53. Feed And Seed
54. Free Column
57. Wanted









God is love. Bible studs















































































Now open 1 North Hills Park
Minature Golf HourS. 1 pm til
9 prr. 7 days a week. 3 miles















Under the supervision of the
Physical Planning Director
responsible for the regional
Transportation Planning Pro
grant of the eight most western
counties of Kentucky
DUTIES iNCLUDE Gathering ond
presenting data to the
Transportation Committee
regarding plan development and
pro1ect review
ReQthQMNTS BS degree with
two years experience or





























































 and Found' 
Found. motorcycle helmet on
121 North. 489-2364 
Lost around Court Square one
pair of men's trousers. brown
size 36, pInned tot alteration
Phone 753-5064 or 753-3059 
lost brown sanda on South




Babysitter in my home, beginn-
ing August 20th Mondaj
thtough Thursday noon until 5
pm Own transportatIon and
references required. Call 753.
9520 
Babysitter br infant must
have references Call 753-/624
after 5pm.
Captain Ds is now accepting
appitCattOnS for counter gitls
and fry cooks Day and night
Apply Monday through
Thursday between I and 4 No
phone calls.
Delivery girt wanted 18 or over
Apply in person no phone
calls Morgan's Auto Paint.
Htghway 94 East 
Homeworkers Earn $
securing stuffing en pes
Free details Reply Titan, Box













Immediate .pening for full
time med'cal office nurse
medIcal experience helpful or
will train Send resume to P 0
Box 943 V"ay. KY
janitor M be able to run
buffer wo- 'ate hours. Write
P0 Bon 32: Mu
rray. 
KY.
Mechan'c '-? operate two bays
of newly iy. :,ened service sta-
tion Eipe''fnce CommissIon
HopkinS Se:more Service. 9th
and Sycarno'e
Needed 'wo waitresses,
cook, and dishwasher. All
daytime work. Applications
will be ¶keri at the Hungry
Bear Restaurant,' Main
Street, or Tuesday and
Wednesday August 14th
and 15th froryl 8 am til 1
pm. We will be closed, but
side door will be open.  
Needed: someone to haul
junk out of yard and remove
ivy from house. 753-9757.
Need responsible person to
sit with to5dI' in my home,
Monday ¶hrr,jgh Friday, 8 til
3, beginn:r-:; August 27. Call
753-1 77
Needed mechanic and
clean-up mart Good pay and
good benc'.ts Only ex-
perienced '-en need apply
Kay-Mart Auto Market
753-4626
Part time "ike inventory in
Murray stores. Car
necessor1 Write phone
number ctperienCe to: ICC






Salary bci'd on qualiflca-
- tIOflS. Fringe benefits pro-
vided Send rijmI tQ P.O.




must hove references. Un-
'..,., ,'.s , qualified people need not P-
•  ply. Apply 's person only 
at
WHAT594 Mutt . Jeff'5 Used Cars,






















Wonted. form families In-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Coil Bennett &
Associates 153-7273.
9. 'Situition Wnted 
Wanted tatm families in
tetested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 7537273







ready to wear store in
Northwest middle
Tennessee. Remodel-
ed and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
Children's Retail
Business, Box 543, St.
Bethlehem, TN 37155.
16 Home Furnishiflgs
I Lji d l ruucfl, good condition
















Restaurant tot sale located on
North 16th Street across from
Murray State University Cam-
pus Fully equipped operation.
complete - with inventory
Owner selling for health




Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio




Wanted farm fami-ies In
terested :n a top notch malot
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753./273
14. Want To Buy 
1967 Camaro ioor panels. in
good shape Call /53-/393 
Class rings, men $15. womens
$10 Prompt payment Carl
Wallace, Route 4 Box 251C
Benton. KY'42025
Wanted to buy Standing
timber too prices paid 489-
2334 
Woujd like to buy used box spr-
ing and intecsprng mattress
for twin bed Call 759-1197
Would like to buy man's 10-





5 hp. 3-speed riding lawn
mower, $125 20 gauge bolt
action shotgun. $40 Call 436-
5671 
Used saIlboat. 14' with trailer





Bedroom suite, end tables buf-
fet. recliner antique cabinet
Call 753-8615
Couch and chair coffee and
end tables with lamp. $150
G £ gold dishwasher, excellent
condition $150. All items like
new Call 753-4755 after 5 pm
Hoover floor sweeper, $30, G.E
dishwasher, needs some work,
$75. clothes dryer. $30. nice
bar with 3 chairs. $75. Sony 5
tnch t v.. $100 Call /594948
after 4pm
Home stereo. Call 43/-4314
after 330 pm.
Kenmore portible dishwasher.
good condition. ID gallon fish
tank, including all accessories
753-8886 after 5 pm
Moving Sale Frigidare
refrigerator, Frigidare
automatic washer, 8 piece din-
ing room suite, over 50 years
old, in excellent condition.
chiffarobe. real nice, half bed,
couch, and other furniture,









20. S,p9rts Equipment 
BMX bicycle Call 153-7156 
Child's street bike with training
wheels. Call 753-8697 
22. Musical 
Conn trumpet. Excellent condi-
tion -Great for beginner Priced
to sell Call /53-0806.
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar. pearl inlaid neck, $400.
Call /53-7490 
Used console stereo, $35. Com-
ponent sets. $15 Also 19 inch
color t.v and one year old Con-





Procraft bass boat, fully equip-
ped with 150 hp Black Mac
Mercury motor New 24 Star-
craft camper self-contained,
used one time 1917 Chevrolet
4-wheel drive pickup truck Any
reasonable offer will be ac-
cepted Call between 1 and 5
753-6779 
Two 40.foot van loads of office
furniture Chairs, desks, safes
2,3.4. and S drawer fite
cabinets, storage cabinets,
fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross
Sons Salvage Mdse Inc Mar-
tin, TN 3823/ Phone 901-
587-2420 Open Monday-
Fiday. 730 to 530, Saturday
730 to 300 
Used air compresser. good con-
dition. Call 753-8691 
26. TV.Radio 
For sale CB 360T. 1976. real
good condition, looks like new,
$750 Call 753.5677 
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
linear worth $1 per watt. now
only $250. 492-8834 
Pierce Simpson Bengal AM-
SSB. CB. base or mobile with
slider New was $449. now
$200 492-8834. - 
Repossesed 25 inch color t.v
Take up monthly payment War-
ranty. J & B Music, 753-1575.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and MexIco
N.ew $150. now $75. 492-
8834.
Wanted 100 used t.v s b-w or
color. Will give $50. $100. 01
up to $200 on trade in for a
Magnatox touch tune t.v Bring
it in at Clayton's-) & B Music,
Dixieland Center. Murray, KY.
lendh cabinet model, stereo,
good condition. $80. Laii days
4365675 after 115 pm call.
436.24/0. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 Atlantic 12x65 mobile
home $5100 Call after 200,
753-8451.
For sale by owner; 1978 New
Moon trailer. 14x64. and 5
acres 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
electric heat and carpet
throughout Like new Can be
bought with or without land.
Call 436-2232.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x10, 1913 Citation Located
Barkley Lake For more intor'
mation call 153-6204
1969. 12*60. two bedroom 1
bath, large kitchen, some fur
nishing Reasonable to in'
terested party Call 436-251/
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Atlentiont Mobile home space
available in Apply Valley Park,
now under new ownership.
Formerly Midway Trailer Park.
Located 3 miles south of Mur
ray on 641. Call /53-0364 or
753.3455 
10 wide, 2 bedroom, nicely fur-
nished, east of Almo, big yard
Call 153-6191. 
12*60 Three bedroom, 1' bath,
new carpet, new furniture. cen-
tral heat and air all like new
See at Shady Oaks. no phone
- ;calls please.
29. Heating-Cooling 
Two floor type furnaces one
updraft furnace. basement
type for sale Phone 753-3835 
Used 18,000 BTU GE air condi-
tioner good condition Call
75 3-869 7 
30. Business Rental
Available immediately 1 000
square feet in Southside Shop--
ping Center next to Jim's Shoe
Outlet. 7753-6612 
31. Want To Rent
Wanted' two or three bedroom
trailer for rent in country Call
759-4084 after tire 
32. Apts. For Rent 
For rent: small furnished apart-
ment Married couple only See
at 407 South 8th St 
Furnished one and three
bedroom apartments. adjoining
college. 1303 Chestnut 753-
8648. - . -
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. single only Inquire
100 South 13th St 
One bedroom. partially furnish-
ed, quiet. near school $200 in-
cludes utilities Call 753.6639.
after 5 pm 
One bedroom basement apart-
ment private bath and en-
trance. couples only, strictly no
pets. $25 deposit 753-8294. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent. two blocks from
University, $65 00 per month
Utilities included Boys only
Call 436-2411 or 753-4140
34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house for rent on
lake Couple only $206 per
month. 436-'563.







For sale One mare, two mules,
one coming 2 years old, one
coming 1 year old Also one
Charolais Bull now ready for
service. Call 437-4394.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Produce your own meat supply.
Raise rabbits from ted" white,
and blue pedigreed stock
Breeding stock availabe from
show quality strain Call .153-




blood lines party color. $85
Call 502-153-9459 
AKC registered Collie puppies.
Phone (901) 642-8/65 
Beginners obedience classes to
be started September 1 for 10
weeks at Paradise Kennels
Must sign up in advance Class
will be limited For more infor-
mation call /53-4 106 
Four yeai old saddle bred mare
Call after 5 pm. /59-1 192. 
Saint Bernard puppies, AKC
registered. $95. 1'241-8068 
40. Produce
For sale corn and purple hull
peas. Call 153-0463 
Purple hull peas You pick, br-
ing own containers $4 a
bushel. On Wiswell Road, first
house past Ellis Popcorn Co on
left. Turn in driveway and pull
up to old base. Call 753-1664.
Sweet corn for sale Box 125
Tucker Garland Road Take
Squire Potts road off 121 N to
first blacktop on left, then ap-
proximately one mile to hog
farm 
41. Public Sale
Garage sale, Saturday and Sun'
day, 606 Broad Extended. Odds
and ends. antiques
Moving sale, 1/07 Keenland.
Clothes. household goods,
books toys and games. washer,
Øesk. miscellaneous. Saturday
8 til 5. Sunday 1 til 5 
Yard sale. Saturday, August
11th, 9 am hI 6 pm, six miles
south of Murray on New Con-
cord highway Recliner. maple
stereo cabinet, baby clothes
and items, childrens clothes
size 4, maternity clothes size





1312 (. Main Street Ut
the Marine Gas Station
(Tommy & Patsy Car-
rico) From 8 am. till 6
pm. Eoch Day.
Clothing. Furniture
Kitchen items, 5 & 10'




Yard sale, 641 North highway,
Bucy market at Almo Heights.
Dishes, small appliances.
clothes, Avon. milk shake
machine, and lots of other
items, Friday and Saturday 8 til
5.
Yard sale on Highway 280 past




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All [)ay Wed.
Monday-Friday 7: 30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT 52.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.75
1w N..04 £ C.... ,.5. .... 713 ikSi ... y . s4.wixs. $s..y Pui IIxs.
Patients Accounts
Manager
Employment opportunity with SO bed hospital' in
Southern Ill.
Deportment head status. -
Pesç$o*sibte for all credit and ollections,




Excellent fringe benefits program includes Country









Walls, windows, floors and carpet2i. Free estijisates.





ity Mental Health Center
in university co
mmunity. Background in social
work, psychology 
or counseling and guidance
is required.




ern Kentucky, this center is part
of a large
 regional program and serves Mur-
ray State Universi
ty as well as residents of
Calloway Co
unty. Salary based on ex-
perience; ex
cellent fringe benefits. Send




oway County Mental Health
Center; 702 Ma








David A. Eberle, M.D.















































Yard sale' Furniture, garden
tiller, chain saw, bikes, motor-
cycle bedspreads, curtains,
toys, miscellaneous Friday and
Saturday, 8 am til 7 114 North
14th
Another new listing - Located
on Highway 280 in Pottertovm,
this nice home has 3
bedrooms, bath with tub and
shower, 10 closets. living room
with fireplace, large garden
spot. new carpet upstairs,
garage, storm windows and sits
on just over an acre See at












only 4 miles from Mur-
ray. First time offered
for sale. Has private
setting on blacktop





for all your* real estate
needs
Beginner's luck! Clean extra
nice, 2 bedroom mobile home
located on tree shaded corner
lot or a perfect ending for
retirees' For more information
call 753-1492 offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors
43. Real Estate
Children need a big house' The
one we have just listed has
plenty of room for everyone 5
bedrooms and 2 baths located
on quiet street Priced in the
$30's Call for an
appointment 153-
1492 Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors
Do you need a good highway
business location' Look no
more Our listing of property on
94 East about one mile from
town is on a heavily travelled
road with traffic to and from
the lake area Property consists
of about 1' acre with a building
with a large showroom. work
area, large outside display area.
good lighting and plenty of
parking area. Property is
suitable for auto sales a11d ser-
vice, furniture sales, marine
sales, etc. If you are in need of
a good commercial property at
a reasonable price call John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St.. Murray. 753-






Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs












Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.
ROOM FOR YOUR FAMILY-
AND INCOME TOO
Your family can enjoy the privacy of this large
wooded back yard with lots of trees shading a
redwood deck as well as have room for all in the
three large bedrooms, living room and bright
spacious kitchen. EXTRA INCOME is provided
by the inconspicuous apartment with its own
private deck. Be the first to see this lovely home.
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY about 10 miles
east of Murray All have good
building sites This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
rates We also have several lake
area homes for sale John C
Neubauer Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Street, Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531
Just listed - A nice double
wide mobile home with 1500
square foot. Sitting on 4 lots
in Kentucky Lake dev. This
affords quiet living near the
lake. Wood burning stove
with plenty of firewood
already cut for winter, cen-
tral heat and air, nice
carpeting, and good deep
well. See at only Si 5,500.
Nelson Shroat Co. 7 9-
1 7 0 7.
WALK TO
THE UNIVERSITY
Just listed, this sharp











cial property with fine
business potential. Approx-
imately 1800 square feet of
usable space. Paved parking
area. Ideal for restaurant,
fast food, recreational
business, etc. Within walk-
ing distance of University.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1 1 1 1 Sycamore Street, Mur-
ray, 7 5 3-0 1 01 or call
Robert Rodgers, 7 5 3-71 1 6.
2 bdr., frame house
located in the city of
Murray, ideal for ren-






392 N 12111 Si
Reduce food cost! Plant a
garden in large back yard of
the 3 bedroom basement
home...1 acre m-I with small
barn for horse. Coll 753-
1492.. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
School days ore com-
ing...Invest in money mak-
ing duplex near University.
Both apartments are neat
and clean. Good income op-
portunity for $36,500. Call








1979 undea Feahoe Synchr.o•
give our congressman a piece
mind if I knew who he was.''
'Professional Services
With The F rierirLIA Totch-




Central gas heat and
central air. Approx. 1
acre with shade trees.
Low 60's.
Established business,
good earnings to in-
vestment. Located in
Shopping Center.




Choice lot 1101' x 150')
in Kingswood Sub.
Div., city water.
Priced for rapid sale -
$5,200.
Reduced $3000 - This nice 2
bedroom, 2 bath home with
beamed ceiling and fireplace
in living room. Sitting on ap-
proximately 1 acre. Has
been reduced to $19,000.
Wood siding exterior and






mobile home and 2
boat covered boat
dock located on
private cove just off
main channel of Ken-
tucky Lake. Good loca-
tion and realistic price
- $24,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for all
your Real Estate
Needs.
Two bedroom, 2 both mobile
home on nice lot. This is a
very comfortable home
remodeled just recently.






N d lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It




1 acre of land for
sale, located a 607
Sycamore. Coll 753-
1690 Monday through
Friday during the day.
Two tree shaded lots with 12 x
50 mobile home and garage
Near Kentucky lake $7500
Call Guy Spann Realty, 73-
/724
Large lot in old Almo with well
and trailer hookup. Call 753-
8451. 
45. Farms For Sale
For Sale: 55 acres by owner.
Would sell a portion. Call 753-
8555.
Fire damaged, house with
seperate undamaged rental
property. Big house has central
gas heat and is located on a
double lot. $15,000_ Call 753-
1687 before 5 pm. 753-4925
after 5 pm.'
Half brick, two bedroom house
with 2 acres. Has den, patio,
and 2 car garage which is
seperate from the house.
Located on curb road between
Olive and Hardin $25.000. Call
354-8191 after 5 pm
Three bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home in city of Murray. Will ac-
cept motor home or acreage as
trade for equity. 753-8895.
For sale: 1978 Yamaha DT-100.
$350. Phone 75'3-8856.
1976 Honda 554 many extras.
like new. Call 753-6597.
1979 Yamaha Special, 2100
miles, $2100. Call 753-2871.
1972 Yamaha. DS7-RD250.
helmet and service manual.
$350 or best offer. Call 753-
0314. 
49. Used Cars
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 400
lean burn, burns regular gas,
leather interior 37,000 miles,
excellent gas mileage. (Was
wife's car) 492-8834.
1973 Cutlass S, 2-door. 350
with air, sharp 753-9872 from
9 til 5
50. Used Trucks
1970 Chevrolet Impala power
1978 Chevrolet Van, fullysteering, pow brakes, and air
customized. Call 753-7785 Phooe 753-4548 after 5.30
pm 51. Campers 
1977 Caprice Classic, 4-door,
power brakes, steering, air,
automatic, AM-FM with tape,
excellent condition. Call 753-
4575.
1972 Dodge Challanger, 318
automatic 753-9872 from 9 til
1975 Datsun B-210, radio, air,
one owner, 4-speed. 420 South
8th St. after 5 pm.
For sale' 1973 Buick Regal.
power brakes, power steering.
air, AM-FM tape, door locks.
cruise, needs body work. 753-
5851 after 5 pm, 753-8040
days.
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
Good running car, good condi-
tion. $1250. Phone 753-1223
days.
1971 Ford LTD, fair condition,
cheap. Phone 759-4666.
1972 Ford Gran Torino, com-
plete engine, transmission, rear
end. Needs front cap. $250.
After 6 pm phone 753-9759.
I have new. Mazda's RX-7. 626,
GLC. Call 753-0320.
1975 LTD, 16,000 actual miles,
power, air, good condition. Call
753-4415. .
1967 Mustang, 6 cylinder, real
clean Call 753-7575 or 753-
3277
Moving. Price reduced! 1976
Pinto wagon. 753-9795, 609
Sycamore.
1978 Pontiac Trans Am, load
ed. 753-4331.
1978 Pontiac Firebird, power
steering, brakes, and air. AM.
FM tape, cruise, excellent con-
dition. 753-3643 or 759-4195. 
50. Used Trucks
By Owner. 1978 Beauville Van,
8 passenger, all power, tilt,
cruise, cloth captains chairs,
Michelien tires, low mileage.
Call after 6 pm, 753-6760.
1974 Chevrolet Custom Deluxe
pickup. 350 automatic with
air. 753-9872 from 9 til 5.
1977 Chevrolet pickup, must
sell $2500. Call 753-8162.
1977 Dodge Van, 318 burns
regular, overhead console. 5
bucket seats, custom interior,
sunroof and power vent, in-
cludes CB and tapeplayer, 2
battery system. 492-8834.
1974 Dodge van. All power,
cruise, air, fully customized in-
side and out, good sound
system, must see to appreciate.





1".S. 68 at Jonathan Creek
SPECIALS
1979 Bomber Runabout 165 Mercruiser
Tandem Trailer 7340.00
1979 Astroglass Cheater Runabout and Trailer
100 h.p. Johnson w/power trim 4995.00




20% Discount On Accessories
With Purchase Of Boat.
Polar Kraft Boats In
Sock For Duck Hunters!
SAVE!!!
Free Duo-Therm air conditioner
with purchase of a new 1979
Prowler. Moniter travel trailer
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 East, Mayfield, KY.
247-6289 
52. Boats and Motors
FOR SALE
14' 1978 Flote Boot,
used only 4 hours, pur-
chased from Grayson
McClure Sept. 1, 1978.
Con be seen at Ken Lake
Morino. Dockage paid
until May 1980.    Selling
for health reasons.
Ronald W. Churchill
For sale. 14 ft. Fiberglass
Runabout boat. 25 hp Johnson
motor and trailer, $325. Call
753-0528 after 4:30 pm.
1972 Model 25 HP Johnson
motor. Needs some minor car-
hurator repair. Runs o.k. as is.
Asking $300. Phone 436-2443.
53. Services Offered
Additions, Repair work, cir-
culating fireplaces, roofing, in-
surance work. Call Murray
Remodeling. 753-5167.
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim. Call after 6 pm, 753-
1873. Jack Glover
Backhoe Work and bulldozing
437-4533 after 8 pm, 354-
8161.
Bushhogging Discing, grading,
preparing garden for planting,
and yard work. Call 753-6123.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4 96 7 or 1-
362-4895.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816.
Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing
753-8'407.
Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-
ting. plumbing, aluminum
siding. patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
appointment. Pick up and
delivery. Connie Lampe. 436-
2510.
Fence Sales at Sears now, Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966.
For your home alterations.
repair. and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial
call 753-6123
For your coal needs. call 797-
8318 or write Edward I. Pock,
Rt 1. Dawson Springs, KY
42408.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Hugh Outland roofing, ex-
cellent references. Call 759-
1718 evenings.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
0. f
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work, Call 753-0565
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded All
kinds pea gravel Free
estimates Clifford Garrison
753-5429 after 4 pm
Ken's Lawnmower repair
South 4th Fast service
7400
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation will do plumbing





and brown. Roofs sealed Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports. single and dou-
ble sizes Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm.
Mitchell Blacktopping,
driveways and small jobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537.
Roofing, flat or shingles, water
proofing and mobile homes. 15
years experience. Call 435-
4173. •
Small Engine repair. efficient
mechanic on duty at all times.
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store, 753-1966.
Will babysit in my home in Pot-
tertown, Panaroma Shores.






Will haul driveway white rui..x
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545
Will do plumbing heating and
air conditioning repairs and
remodeling around the home
such as, painting, carpentry
ana concrete 753-2211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day w night,
1-442-7026,
Willies interior and exterior
painting For free estimates
call 759-1867
Will haul trash or any kind city
or county. Call 753-9685
Your trees could be silently suf-
fering from insect attack and
or fungus disease. A new
method of pesticide injectior
to your trees can correct most
of these problems easily and
quickly. Scientific and effec-
tive. Call today. EPA certified
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con-
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071,
Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
experience in pest control. 
56. Free Column
Free Kittens to give away to
good homes. Housebroken and
good mousers. Call 436-5502.
Four kittens to be given
Phone 753-5764 
57. Wanted
Wanted: farm families in-
terested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273.
Nice country home located three miles' from town
on Old Salem Road. Three bedrooms, large living
room, large single car garage with storage area,
central heat and air conditioning all on 34 acre lot.




1111 Sycamore Street, Murray, 753-
0101 or call Pam Rodgers at 753-
11 • .
MARBLE
Designed and Custom made right here in
Murray. If you don't know your marble. . .
Know your manufacturer.
• 'Quality That Will Please-
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit-
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newly
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.
Open House At 3 Beautiful Homes This Sunday
August 12th, 2-4 p.m.
120 DORAN ROAD
Don't miss out on this beautiful home on a
corner lot that is perfectly landscaped.
2100 sq. ft. with 3 bedrooms and 3 full
baths. Beautiful family room opening onto
a patio overlooking a yard with
everything. An upstairs bedroom, sitting
room and bath are perfect for that
teenager. Priced in the $70's.
1519 LONDON DRIVE
CANTERBIRY
Sparkling 4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estates. This home has "everything," or
in other words all the "extras" that spell
comfortable and convenient family living
for its proud owners. Priced in upper
$60's.
Words cannot describe the beauty of this
luxurious 4 bedroom home with 3-car at-
tached garage. This home features the up-
most in luxurious, convenient family living
and near perfection in quality, comfort
and design. Phone us today for an appoint-
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Rev. Earl Warford
Is Grace Speaker
The Re % Fail Watford,
superintendent of missions for
the Blood Hi'. er Baptist
.Asso-ciation, vw ill speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 6 30 p.m
services on Sunda) . tug. 12.
at the Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murra
Leland Peeler, music
director, will direct the music
with Dwane Jones as organist
and .Anita Underhill as pianist
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Jimmy Hale.
Vicki Chadwick, Frances
Wyatt, and Roberta Hall. 1.. D.
Workman will be in charge of
bus information.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as
superintendent.
Bo Hartsfield will speak at
the prayer service and Cyn-
thia Turnbow at the youth
study group on Wednesday,
Aug. 15, at 7:30 p.m.
Faith Baptists To
Hold Revival Meet
Revival services will be held
at the Faith Missionar
Baptist Church .starting
Sunday, Aug. 12, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, Aug.
19, with the Rev. Bob Court-
ney, pastor of the Bethany
Baptist Church near New
Concord, as the speaker.
Services on Sunday night
will be at 6:30, and at 7:'30
p.m., Monday through
Saturday.
The pastor, the Rev. J. D.
Kimbro, invites the public to
attend. The church is located
off Highway 641, one mile
north of Hazel.
Church Of Christ
To Hear John Dale
John Dale will speak on
••They Gave Themselves"
with scripture from II
Corinthians 8:1-5 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services and on
•'Testing Our Discipleship"
with scripture from John
13:34, 35 at the 6 p.m. services
on Sunday. Aug. 12, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Nicky Ryan, Kim Weather-
ford, Gary Rowland, Sam
Parker, Lorin Watson, Edgar
Rowland, Dale Chadwick, Jim
Spurlock, Steve Steele, John
Dale, and Bob LaMastus.
Presiding for The. Lord's
Supper will be Kevin
McManus, Jon T. Carpenter,
Ed A. Thomas, John L.
Williams, and Charles Olree.
Steve Steele and Gary
Rowland will serve on the
Extension Department. Teen
nursery helper will be Gay
Evans and special class
helper will be Holly LaMastus.























Vi ofd has been twit, of
the death of Goi den Banks.
tomer ly of Murray, w ho died
Wednesday at a nursing honie
in Walnut Hills, Calif.
Mr. Ranks left Murra as a
(lung man and spent most of
his life working as a Realtor in
Fort Wayne, Ind. He was a
in len i)er of the First Christian
Church when he lived here
His son, Gordon Raine
Banks, preceded huh: in death.
His survivors include three
::randsons, Gordon Rainey
Banks, Grianger Thomas
Banks, and Gregory Nelson
Banks, all of Aspen, Colo. A
local cousin is Thomas Banks
of Murray.
Burial will be in the




NI) Life Is A Sacrifice To
God': with scripture from
Romans .12:1-2 will be the
subject of the sermon by
Bruce Logue at the 10:30 a.m.
services on Sunday. Aug. 12,
at the University Church of
Christ.
The subject for his 6 p.m.
sermon will be "Forces Of
Change" with scripture from
John 8:31-32.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, Richard Smith,
Hamp W. Brooks, George
Wilson, Wayne Williams, and
Cecil Like.
Serving for The Lord's
Supper will be Keith Hays,
Larry Wright, James Feltner,
Danny Nix, James Lawson,
Barry Grogan, Gary Taylor,
Vernon Gantt, and Hardernan
Nix.
Nursery supervisors will be
Judy Fitts, Kathy Cleaver,
Shirley Dunn, and Cindy
Dunn.





The First Baptist Church
will hear the Rev.. Richard
Poe speak at the 10145 a.m.
services on Sunday, Aug. 12, in
the absence of the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, who'
will be concluding a revival at
the Olive Baptist Church near
Hardin.
Dr. Whittaker will speak at
the 7 p.m. service with his
subject being "Lift Up Your
Eyes."
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be a solo by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, and a selection by the
Church Choir. Joan Bowker
will be organist and Doug
Vancil will be pianist..
The Rev. G. T. Moody,
associate minister, and Dr. H.
I. Oakley, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
At the evening service
special music will be a solo by
Pat Whitlow. Also at the
service mission teams from
Ohio and Montana will report
on their experiences there.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Linda Waugh, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale, Mrs.
Cary Redden, Ass Tina
.Housden, Mrs. Martha
Housden, Mrs. Joe Rexroat,
Miss Dana English, Mrs. Pete
Estes, and Miss Mary Jane
Estes.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
ma"" mem aseorialliir meat iNflim
1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale
Four wheel drive, red, power steering and
brakes, air. AM-FM, bumper guards, under 6,000
miles. $6,850.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Oekiine GM'Parts- -
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
mew miler asatisaajam minim maw
l'he Rev Martin Mattinglj
will speak on the subject,
• • E ucha rist for the Whole
.1ourne " with sw'ripture from
I Kings 19:4-8, F:phesians 430,
5 2. and John 6 41-51 at the
,iss.is at 6:30 pin. Saturdaj
:nit! at 8 and 11 a ni. and 430
iii Sunda, Aug. 12
Coffee and punch will be
.erNed after the 8 and 11 a.m.
asses on Sunday at Gleason
Vi eekday masses will be at
6 15 a.m. Monday, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday, and






Ii, Hey. Dr. A1 alter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
-.What Happens In A Church"
with selected verses from I
Kin:!s 8 at the 8:45 and 10:50
an sem ices on Sunday, Aug.
12, at the First United
Methodist Church.
Special music at both ser-
vices will be a solo, "The 23rd
Psalm," sung by Dr. Joe N.
Prince.
Church School will be at 9:45
au.
The UN1YF will meet for a
snack supper at 5:30 p.m. with
progran is to follow at 6 p.m.
rt
Substitute Judge Takes Case
By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —
Tennessee's clemency-for-
cash trial, halted by Judge
Charles G. Neese's heart
attack, has been turned over
to a substitute federal judge —
who must decide if a new jury
is required.
Judge Gilbert Merritt of the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals was assigned the
federal District Court trial
Friday after Neese said he
could not continue. Merritt
immediately called a Wed-
The Parents Anonymous
Chapter of Murray will
resume meetings beginning
Monday. Aug. 13, at 7:15 p.m.
"Parents Anonymous
serves parents who feel as
though - they are loosing
control of their relationship
with their children, and
suspect that this loss of control
might lead to sortie type of
emotional or physical abuse,-
a chapter spokesman said.
The meetings on Aug. 13 and
tug. 20 will provide limited
child directed activities.
Future meetings will offer
more comprehensive struc-
tured child related activities,
and parents should consider
bringing their children when
this is feasible, the chapter,
spokesman added.
Parents Anonymous
meetings are held each
Monday evening, and any
person desiring more in-
formation should call 759-4875.
753-9261. or 759-1792.
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
The F'irst Christian Church
r Disciples of Christ w will hear
the pastor, the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos, speak on the subject,
"Why Oh Why?'.  with
scripture from Genesis 3:8-13,
22-24, at the 10:45 a.m, ser-
vices on Sunday. Aug. 12.
Assisting in the services will
be Margaret Porter, choir
director; Maxine Clark,
organist; Debbie Roos, candle
lighter: Ruth Perkins, wor-
ship leader: Walt Apperson
and John Pasco, Sr., elders;
Henry Fulton, Dr. Clegg
Austin, John Hall, Coleman
N1cKeel, Dan McKeel, and
Steve Shaw, deacons; Mr. and
Mrs. Don McCord, greeters.
Stacy Fulton and Amy Roos
will be in charge of the nur-
sery. Frank Roberts will be
the church visitor for the
week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. Youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Former Pastor To
Speak Here Sunday
"I'm Going Fishing," will
be the title of the sermon from
I Samuel 3:1-18 and John 2-17
at First Presbyterian Church,
on Sunday, Aug. 12 at 10:45
a.m. by the Rev. Chuck
Moffett, former pastor. Rev.
Moffett is presently pastor of
First United Presbyterian
Church in Canfield, Ohio.
The choir will sing "Mor-
ning Has Broken," Amazing
Grace," and "For All The
Saints," with a solo performed
by Heather McCormack ac-
complied by her husband Pat.
Anita Folsom will be the
organist for this Sunday.
The. Church School will
begin at 9:30 a.m. The lesson
will deal with naming and the
power of names.
After church a potluck
dinner will be served. All are




"Hell" with scripture from
I.uke 16:19-31 will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White; pastor
of the Memorial Baptist
Church, Main and Tenth
Streets, Murray, on Sunday,
Aug. 12, at the 10:50 a.ni.
services.
L. D. Cathey, deacon of the
week, will assist in the ser-
vices. The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton Gresham
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Sharon Owens as
pianist, will sing "Rise Up, 0
Men of God" at the morning
hour.
At the 7 p.m, services
special music will be by Rob
Lough and Milton Gresham.
wnitiezzir.4tr
a.m.; Church Training at 6
p.ni., and an Ire Cream social
following the evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers





nesday hearing to determine if
Neese's illness demands a
mistrial — or if the case can
proceed before the same jury
which already has heard three
weeks' testimony.
Four of five defendants in
the case already are on record
against a mistrial, citing the
extra legal expense of a
second trial.
Neese suffered the heart
attack Aug. 3 and, though
recovering at St. Thomas
Hospital, advised Judge
George Edwards, who
presides over the 6th U.S.
Circuit in Cincinnati, that he
could not proceed.
Edwards, who assigned
Neese to the case when Nash-
ville's district judges stepped
aside, assigned Merritt, of
Nashville, to substitute.
Merritt immediately
summoned litigants to the 10
a.m. CDT Wednesday hearing
on motions and "consideration
of further proceedings."
Neese, 62, is from
Greeneville, Term.
Five men, including three
former aides to ex-Gov. Ray
Blanton, are charged with
conspiracy to sell reduced
prison sentences for
thousands of dollars before
Blanton's term ended Jan. 17.
Four of them have filed
motions opposing an
automatic mistrial and urging
the Court to let the jury con-
tinue from where it was. All
four cited the expense of
hiring lawyers for a second
trial.
The fifth defendant is
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Take your favorite poly-
ester pull-on pants, ackl
a dash of new season
color and styling Then
count on us for that
price tag you re looking
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Easy Grip Carrying Handle
rust proof, snog proof
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Box of 25. 12-or 20-Ga Color -
coded for safety Save now
Said In Issorling Goods Dee
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Bath-size deodorant soap in
blue, pink or gold. Save!
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